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Chapter 141 

“Young Ji!” Just as Ji Feng and Ji Shaolei were going through the formalities together, accompanied by 

Xiao Liu, a voice suddenly came from the stairway entrance upstairs, and the three of them immediately 

turned around to see that it was a man of about thirty years old standing at the stairway entrance, 

looking over with a smile on his face. Go to see the net . 

This man was very rich looking, with a big beer belly, a fat head and big ears, two small eyes squeezed 

together by the fat on his face, almost squinting into a slit, and two gold teeth set in his mouth, if he 

kept a big back hair and held a big brother from the nineties in his hand, it was simply the standard thug 

look of that era back then. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be a little bit impressed, this person was really a superb person too, this kind of 

look, it was just too chic. 

Xiao Liu saw the visitor and called out in a panic, “Boss.” 

Only then did it dawn on Ji Feng that this man was actually the owner of this Audi 4S shop, daring to say 

that the friend Ji Shaolei had mentioned before should be this one. 

“You still know to come down, I came to your place, but I’ve received a cold treatment ah!” Ji Shaolei 

hummed, his tone was very unkind. 

That fatty was instantly stunned, “Young Ji, how can you say that, who dares to give you the cold 

shoulder.” He turned his head to look at Xiao Liu and asked, “Xiao Liu, what is going on, is it because you 

have a bad service attitude?” 

“Du Wen, you’re less likely to come!” Ji Shaolei scolded with a smile and pointed at a few sales ladies 

standing next to the main desk and said, “My brother and I came over and these few of your employees 

not only didn’t come over to entertain us, but also sneered at us, Old Du, I don’t think you can keep this 

4S shop open for long.” 

“I said Ji Shao, so that’s what happened.” This fat boss called Du Wen immediately laughed bitterly, “Ji 

Shao, you tell me, these few ungodly contact skills?” 

He remembered very clearly that he had already learned computer technology before, only, what he 

learned at that time was only the hardware side of the technology, according to the teaching of the 

system, what Ji Feng learned was starting from the oldest computer in the Gamma Galaxy, and later on, 

he learned almost the same stage as the computer technology on Earth, and he did not continue 

learning anymore. As for those artificial intelligence and other high technology, Ji Feng did not learn, 

because the previous learning of weapons and mechanical knowledge, he has not yet fully digested, do 

not dare to learn too fast. 

  

Chapter 142 

“As a qualified agent, mastering the most basic communication and network technology is a must, 

master, you are not considered a qualified agent yet, you need to continue learning!” Ji Feng was 



looking at the name of that one skill in a daze, and the intelligent brain reminded beside him. Go watch 

the net . 

“That’s right!” Ji Feng nodded, after the cushion of these few months, those mechanical and weapons 

and other knowledge that he had learned before had been almost digested, “In that case, then let’s start 

to continue learning. However, I don’t know much about this aspect of communication and networking, 

which one should I learn?” 

The intelligent brain said, “Given that the master has never been exposed to this aspect of knowledge, 

the intelligent brain believes that the master should develop a benign learning plan and start with the 

most basic.” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but glare at the Wisdom Brain, this guy was standing around talking, he was still 

formulating a set of benign learning plan, he didn’t even know what the most basic knowledge was yet, 

so how could he formulate any plan? 

“Master, the intelligent brain has a plan for this in its system, I wonder if the master would like to refer 

to it.” The intelligent brain seemed to have seen Ji Feng’s thoughts and could not help but say. 

Looking at that cautious look of the intelligent brain, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile, 

thinking, although this guy is an intelligent program of knowledge, it’s not absolutely devoid of human 

feelings. Perhaps, it is this kind of anthropomorphic state of the program that is called artificial 

intelligence! 

“How about this, according to my condition, you come to help me choose a reasonable set of learning 

plan, and strive to learn the most comprehensive basic knowledge in the shortest time.” Ji Feng did not 

intend to be overly ambitious, learning the most basic ones first, just like learning weapons and 

mechanical knowledge was the same, when the time came, those more advanced knowledge later on, 

naturally, would be a pass. 

However, if one learns everything at once, it will not only take a lot of energy, but one may not even be 

able to learn it. 

In fact, what interested Ji Feng most at the moment was the network technology. He had often heard 

that those legendary Red Hackers, in very distant places, only needed a computer and a telephone line 

to break through other people’s firewalls and spy on their secrets. 

Although Ji Feng did not have a fetish for snooping and spying on other people’s secrets, according to 

the intelligent brain, this was a way to get hold of information and a relatively quick way too, and as Ji 

Feng had been moving towards becoming a qualified agent, then this method was something he had to 

learn. 

In fact up until now, Ji Feng had no idea what kind of changes the knowledge he was about to learn 

would bring him, and looking back years later, he realised that it was his current choices that had led 

him to those achievements that were hard for others to look up to! 

The efficiency of the intelligent brain could not be said to be high, after getting Ji Feng’s order, in just a 

few minutes, the intelligent brain said, “Master, the plan has been made, please check it.” 

Immediately afterwards, a dense piece of text appeared in front of Ji Feng. 



The first item was to learn the fundamentals of network and communication technology, and the second 

item, initial proficiency …… 

Looking at the densely packed one item learning plan, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and 

smile, this is good, the future life is starting to be full again, but Ji Feng didn’t have the slightest worry 

about the dullness of learning, because the past facts have proved that the intelligent brain definitely 

won’t let himself just be dull in learning, every time he learns a new technology or knowledge, the 

intelligent brain will let himself combine theory with practice. 

For example, when he first started learning billiards and chess, the training system just showed him a 

coach to play against him. 

And when it came to learning fighting at the back, it was even more so. The instructor was simply so 

realistic that it was hard to tell the difference between real and fake. Even, it made Ji Feng forget that 

the instructor was a virtual character and not a real one. 

Of course, this was also related to Ji Feng’s real feelings. Because in the Super Agent Training System, 

the feeling was too real, as if he had gone to another world. 

Ji Feng looked over these learning plans carefully, finally nodded and said, “Very well, let’s follow this 

plan, we’ll start learning now!” 

“Not yet, master.” To Ji Feng’s surprise, the intelligent brain did not agree with him immediately, but 

said, “Master, while learning this knowledge, master has to lay a good foundation first.” 

“What do you mean?” Ji Feng was a little puzzled. 

“Master, you have finished learning the first set of moves, it’s time to learn the second set of moves!” 

The intelligent brain said. 

Ji Feng instantly understood, the previous set of aerobics, Ji Feng had completely learned, so although 

he had not entered the training system in the past few months, his body had not diminished in the 

slightest, because his practice of the first set of aerobics had formed an inertia, and every night the bio-

current in his body would automatically generate, stimulating his body and keeping every cell full of 

vitality. 

But when did the second set of movements come into being? 

Ji Feng immediately asked this doubt out, “Intelligent Brain, didn’t you say that once you learn this first 

set of body-building exercises, you can become a qualified agent? How come there is a second set?” 

“Yes master.” 

Wise Brain said, “Based on these skills that Master has learnt so far, as long as he learns the network 

and communication technology again, he can become a qualified agent. However, the system that the 

intelligent brain carries is a super agent training system, so for the master, a qualified agent is not a goal, 

but only a stage. The ultimate goal for the master is to become a master that is good enough to rival a 

super agent.” 

“Holy shit!” 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but burst out a foul mouth, daring this intelligent brain to learn to say half and 

leave half, “Am I not considered an expert now?” 

Ji Feng was quite confident about his current skills. 

“Master, according to the human physique data collected by the system during this period of time, 

master is indeed already considered an expert. However, compared to a super agent, master is too far 

behind.” The intelligent brain struck out without mercy. 

The corners of Ji Feng’s mouth twitched, the human physique data collected by the intelligent brain? 

The ones around himself were all ordinary people, okay? If he couldn’t be called an expert among these 

ordinary people, then wouldn’t his hard training over the past year have been in vain? 

What Ji Feng was really interested in was the super agent that the intelligent brain talked about. 

He asked, “How powerful are the super agents of the Gamma Galaxy?” 

The intelligent brain said, “A true super agent can skillfully use bio-currents, break boulders with a single 

punch, soar over thirty meters in the air, and be as fast as lightning.” 

“Is this still human?” Ji Feng couldn’t help but smack his lips, and at the same time, he was a bit 

suspicious: “Could it be that the humans in the …… Gamma Galaxy are not really humans, but some kind 

of monsters?” 

Aliens, well, naturally not human! Ji Feng secretly thought, a punch to break the boulder, that can only 

be seen in the movies, as for say soaring thirty meters in the air …… that and fly what is the difference? 

“The only difference is that the humans of the Gamma system learn to control bioelectricity from birth. 

The only difference is that the humans in the Gamma system learn to control bioelectricity from birth. 

The intelligent brain said. 

Ji Feng was surprised: “So what, aren’t bio-currents controlled by you? I can control bio-currents too?” 

Bio-current was indeed a good thing, acting on the eyes, it could make them see through, and on the 

limbs, it could make the fists more powerful, and the running and bouncing increased drastically. But 

there was one prerequisite, and that was that Ji Feng could only activate the bio-current if he 

commanded the intelligent brain in his mind to do so. 

As for controlling the bio-current himself, he didn’t even know that the bio-current was there, only 

when the wise brain activated the bio-current could he feel a hot current flowing through his body, 

normally he couldn’t feel anything. 

“Master can control the bio-current freely once he has learnt the second set of movements.” The 

intelligent brain explained, “The reason why the master can’t feel the bio-current at the moment is 

because the master’s physique is too weak and has never learnt any techniques to control the bio-

current.” 

The more Ji Feng listened, the more confused he became, and he couldn’t help but say, “Let’s put it this 

way, just tell me directly what level I would reach if I learned the second set of moves!” 



It was just gymnastics, he had completed the first set, so he didn’t believe he couldn’t complete the 

second set. 

The intelligent brain said, “In order to give the master a visual impression, please watch a video clip.” 

Immediately afterwards, a light screen appeared in front of Ji Feng. On that light screen, images 

appeared that looked so realistic. 

Ji Feng was stunned, “A 3D movie?” 

The intelligent brain immediately said, “Master, this is not a 3D movie, but a far more advanced illusory 

stereoscopic technology than 3D technology, that is, the imaging equipment in the homes of ordinary 

people in the Gamma Galaxy.” 

“You mean, in the Gamma Galaxy, the TVs in the homes of ordinary residents, are like this?” Ji Feng 

couldn’t help but be shocked and exclaimed, “This technology, it’s really impressive!” 

No entity, just a screen of light, was the television in the hands of ordinary people in the Gamma Galaxy, 

and if this technology was placed on Earth, it was not known how many years later it could be realized. 

“Master, if you learn the communication and network technology, you will be able to create this kind of 

illusory three-dimensional light screen.” The intelligent brain said. 

Ji Feng instantly lit up, this was indeed a good choice, when he learned it later, he could simply create 

one of these light screen TVs himself, it would be much better than a bulky TV. 

At that moment, the impact on the light screen changed, and Ji Feng hurriedly collected his mind and 

stared at the light screen. 

A wilderness appeared on the light screen, surrounded by dead silence, just like the pictures of alien 

planets that Ji Feng usually saw on TV, the ground was pockmarked and without a trace of life. 

Immediately afterwards, a young man walked over and in front of him was a small mountain peak. On 

the small peak, a middle-aged man stood on it. 

The two men did not know what they were talking about, but to Ji Feng’s ears they were all jibber-

jabbering, and he could not understand a word of it. But it didn’t matter because the next moment, Ji 

Feng’s eyes suddenly went wide. 

Only to see that the young man seemed to be angry, standing at the foot of the mountain, and 

ruthlessly blasted his fist towards the top of the mountain. 

Boom~~~! 

In the next moment, the mountain peak actually crumbled instantly, and that violent explosion was like 

a missile landing on the mountain peak, the ground shook! 

At the same time, the middle-aged man standing on the mountain peak actually jumped upwards 

violently, a few hundred metres in height! 

On the light screen, the young man and the middle-aged man were in the middle of a fierce battle. The 

strength of the two men, which seemed like superhuman strength in a movie, made Ji Feng look 



dumbfounded, even to the point that, when the stones from the two men’s fist strikes flew, Ji Feng 

subconsciously dodged, and that kind of fierce battle made him swallow his mouth. Go to see the net —

.7-K–o-m. 

Hoo~~~! 

The light screen disappeared, Ji Feng did not see the result of the young man’s engagement with the 

middle-aged man, he was immediately anxious: “Intelligent brain, what are you doing, keep playing it, 

this is simply better than a Hollywood blockbuster!” 

“Hollywood blockbuster is what the teaching of network technology ……” 

…… 

When Ji Feng opened his eyes, it was already the morning of the next day, and it was the first time he 

woke up later than six since he met the wise brain. Even during the summer holidays, Ji Feng got up at 

five o’clock every morning, on the one hand because of the food break, and on the other hand because 

of the habits he developed throughout his senior year down. 

Today, on the other hand, he got up late. 

The reason for this was that the cool feeling was so soothing that he almost forgot about the time. And 

the teaching of the wise brain, which was also so rich, was even more so that he could only concentrate 

on memorising that knowledge, because it was all new knowledge that he had never come across 

before, and if he didn’t pay attention, even if he had the ability to never forget, he wouldn’t be able to 

learn it. 

However, through the teaching of the intelligent brain, Ji Feng did understand what exactly 

communication and network technology was. In the words of the intelligent brain, it was one sentence: 

mastering the principles of all communication tools, and being able to use the fastest speed to create 

the best performance communication tools under the limited conditions, this was communication 

technology. 

And network technology, is the network domain covering the entire human race. In the Gamma system, 

network technology refers to the skynet covering the entire galaxy, this network, is mastered by an 

extremely powerful artificial intelligence computer, all the countries in the entire galaxy, each has one of 

the passwords to open this artificial intelligence computer, only if all the countries agree, put all the 

passwords together, can we get a complete set of passwords to modify the program or do other work, 

otherwise, no one has the right to change this mainframe computer. 

However, what the intelligent brain just started to teach Ji Feng was obviously not such a profound 

technology, but started from the very basics, which was the network language, which, according to Ji 

Feng’s understanding, was equivalent to the computer language on Earth. 

Ji Feng’s receptive ability was fast and his memory was extremely strong, but it was not that easy to 

really understand these things, he could only digest them slowly as his insight gradually increased. 

Shaking his head, Ji Feng stopped thinking about it. The weather was already very hot at this time, and 

even though Ji Feng was only wearing a pair of underwear, he was already starting to sweat. He hurried 

to the bathroom to finish washing up and turned on the electric fan. 



After a few moments, Ji Feng put on his clothes and prepared to go to lunch. 

When he walked down to the dormitory building and looked at the stone table at the entrance of that 

dormitory building, his heart suddenly stirred. 

He secretly thought, the two people in that light curtain could shatter mountains with one punch, and 

he had started learning the second set of moves, so he wondered what kind of power he had? 

He looked around, there was no one in this new student dormitory building, almost all had gone to 

military training, so he walked over. 

“Phew~~~!” Ji Feng took a deep breath and slammed a fist towards the edge of the stone table. 

Bang! 

The dull sound startled Ji Feng, and immediately afterwards, he felt a pain in his fist and couldn’t help 

but shake it off hurriedly. However, when his gaze landed on the stone table, his face instantly changed. 

The stone table, which was originally intact, had a half fist sized gash on the edge, where Ji Feng had just 

smashed it with his fist! 

Hiss~~~! 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but suck in a breath of cold air and secretly said, “Boy! 

Is this the power of the second set of moves? This is really amazing, Ji Feng was wildly happy in his heart, 

this special skill is so much stronger than the skills he learned before, like playing chess. 

  

Chapter 144 

The secret of martial arts, definitely the secret of martial arts! Looking at the corner of the stone table 

that had been chipped away raw, Ji Feng was wildly happy in his heart. Joking aside, unless it was some 

legendary genetic transformation like that in the movies, some super warrior, or taking some immortal 

elixir, apart from these, Ji Feng had never really heard of anyone who could become so powerful 

overnight. Go to see the net . 

Admittedly, before yesterday, Ji Feng could sweep off a brick with one hand, which was no problem at 

all. If the bricks were placed on the ground and three or four were stacked on top of each other, Ji Feng 

could sweep them off just as easily. That was because, bricks were loose and soft, and compared to 

stones, bricks were simply the same as tofu. 

Now, Ji Feng could be smashing through the stones in a single round! 

This kind of power was far from what could be compared to sweeping off a few bricks, there was an 

essential difference between the two. 

This also meant that if Ji Feng’s fist smashed into a human body now, coupled with his familiarity with 

human body structure, unless the other party’s body was really harder than a stone, they would all end 

up the same as this stone table. 



Ji Feng looked at the two fists and thought dumbly: this is simply a human-shaped murder weapon, 

these two fists, they are simply more powerful than two hammers! 

This second set of moves given by this intelligent brain, what the hell is it? How could it have such a 

magical effect, was it really a legendary secret manual of martial arts? 

Regarding this question, Ji Feng was very puzzled, he wanted to go back to his mind right now and ask 

for an explanation. But now that he had already gone downstairs, it was a bit inconvenient, so Ji Feng 

put off this note for the time being. He decided that when he came back after lunch later, he would 

definitely ask for clarification, it was simply too scary, making himself so powerful overnight, if he 

continued to learn, it wouldn’t turn him into a monster or something like that, right? 

At this time Ji Feng seemed to have forgotten that the two people he saw dueling in the light screen, 

those two people were hundreds of times more powerful than him, they hadn’t even turned into 

monsters, and he, a young guy who had just started, wanted to turn into a monster? Don’t even think 

about it! 

Only, it was just that this sudden change was hard for Ji Feng to accept for a while, after all, it was too 

contrary to his previous view of learning. 

“Ugh, it’s better to eat lunch first!” Ji Feng felt a little hungry, and he couldn’t help but say with delight. 

Fortunately, he could still feel hungry and seemed to be a normal person after all. 

If anyone knew this thought of his, they could probably be thunderstruck. It wasn’t good to become an 

expert, but to have so many worries? 

In fact, Ji Feng had to worry about it. If it was in some cave on Earth or somewhere else that was 

relatively hidden, and Ji Feng found a secret book of martial arts, then he would definitely not hesitate 

and would definitely start cultivating it immediately. However, the intelligent brain is after all an alien 

visitor, and no one knows if the humans in that gamma galaxy are the same as the humans on Earth or 

not. 

Especially since every time Ji Feng thought of that ugly alien image in the movie, his scalp tingled, now 

that he had that alien AI living inside him, if he continued to practice, would he turn into an alien? 

The thought that he might turn into that kind of ugly alien made Ji Feng’s breath catch. 

However, when Ji Feng remembered the incomparably advanced technology, especially the light screen 

that played images that were really incomparable, his heart pounded. 

Gritting his teeth, Ji Feng secretly said, “MD, so what if it turns out to be an alien system, it’s not certain 

yet, what is he worrying blindly here? Keep studying and learn how to make that light curtain first!” 

Having made this decision, Ji Feng suddenly felt a lot lighter all over. He walked quickly towards the 

canteen, and at the same time secretly decided that when he came back, he must find the intelligent 

brain and ask it clearly how he had suddenly become so powerful, what were the advantages and 

disadvantages of this, if he didn’t ask it clearly, Ji Feng always felt that he still had no bottom in his heart. 



The distance between the dormitory and the canteen was not too far, the dormitory, the canteen and 

the teaching building, these three areas were arranged in a ‘zigzag’ pattern, while the dormitory and the 

canteen were closer together, this was probably designed for the convenience of the students to eat. 

However, when he arrived at the canteen, Ji Feng realised that, as it turned out, he didn’t have a meal 

card …… He really wanted to cry and asked, “Can’t I just buy it with money?” 

“You can only swipe your card in the canteen, no money is charged.” The amah in charge of canteen 

discipline glanced at Ji Feng, as if she was laughing at this bumpkin. 

Ji Feng left hurt, it was so strange that he couldn’t even spend the money here. 

He didn’t want to run outside to eat alone, and after thinking about it, he went to the kiosk next to the 

canteen to buy a few bags of instant noodles and two bottles of mineral water, intending to go back to 

the dormitory to dry nibble and get rid of it first. 

After buying the stuff, Ji Feng thought about it and turned around and went back to the canteen and 

asked the big lady, “I want to get a meal card, what do I need to do?” 

That big lady took a look at Ji Feng and said without good grace, “Take your ID card, student ID, and just 

come directly here to apply for it!” 

Ji Feng nodded, knowing that this would not be possible for the time being, because he did not have a 

student card until now, and it was said that it would not be issued until after the military training. No 

wonder college students had to undergo a month of military training, it wasn’t just about military 

training, but also about freeing up time for various documents and perhaps a lot of work to be arranged. 

Ji Feng had only participated in military training for a week, so now that he had returned to school, he 

could be said to have basically no documents whatsoever apart from an ID card and a dormitory key, 

other than that, there was no proof. 

Wanting to get a meal card was now impossible. 

Forget it! 

Ji Feng shook his head, turned around and left in stride. 

Back in the dormitory, Ji Feng wolfed down the instant noodles, took two more sips of mineral water, 

and then casually put it on the table. I have to say, this mineral water is really …… just taken out of the 

refrigerator, drinking it is still nothing, only feel penetratingly cold, very comfortable. 

However, once the temperature came up, the kind of water that seems to be filtered out of the stinky 

gutter, let people are really unbearable, Ji Feng is really difficult to imagine, this is after what a dozen 

layers of filtration, and what is the direct use of spring water as a source of mineral water, this is simply 

not yet filtered to complete the tap water well! 

The food and beverage industry …… Ji Feng shook his head slightly and smiled sarcastically, then he 

threw the rest of the bottle of mineral water, directly into the bin. 

These things were probably worse than rubbish. 



Ji Feng still misses the food from his hometown, that is the real authentic green food. When he is free in 

the future, he will go back to his hometown and make a big manor, eating the food he grows, that is 

really at ease. 

The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a few of these things. Ji Feng shook his 

head slightly, it is better to ask what the second set of movements he learns is in the end, and then talk 

about other things! 

After briefly padding his stomach, Ji Feng laid down on the bed again, concentrated his mind and 

entered his mind. 

“Intelligent brain, come out for me!” Ji Feng shouted in his mind. 

“Master, may I ask what’s the matter?” Wisdom Brain’s voice rang out, and immediately afterwards, a 

ball of light appeared in front of Ji Feng, none other than Wisdom Brain’s round body. 

“That second set of movements you asked me to learn, what the hell is that thing? Why did my strength 

suddenly increase so much after only one night of studying, and even the stone table was crumbled off a 

piece by my fist?” 

The intelligent brain said, “This is normal, because the gravity on the Earth where the master is located 

is lower, so the density of the stones is less than the stones in the Gamma system, and naturally the 

hardness is far less, plus the master absorbed the energy from the outside world, that’s why the master 

felt a surge in power.” 

“What? What did you just say?” 

Ji Feng suddenly froze and then became angry, “Did you just say that the gravity on Earth is lower than 

the gravity in the Gamma Galaxy and the stones are less dense?” 

“Yes, master!” The intelligent brain replied. 

“And what about humans? Is the density of human body cells the same?” Ji Feng asked again. 

“Yes, master!” The intelligent brain said. 

“Are you sure?” Ji Feng still couldn’t believe it, since the living environment was different, it would be 

strange if the humans in the Gamma Galaxy and the Earth people could be the same! Ji Feng couldn’t 

believe it. 

“Yes, master, the intelligent brain can be sure.” The intelligent brain said, “Only, because the external 

environment is different, it makes the effect of the humans in the Gamma Galaxy and the humans on 

Earth a little different when they practice the second and the later sets of movements.” 

“What’s the difference?” Ji Feng hurriedly asked. 

The intelligent brain said, “When the humans of the Gamma system practice these moves, the master 

has already seen the effect, the kind of effect shown in the light screen. As for what effect the humans 

of Earth will achieve by practicing these sets of moves, it will depend on the development of the 

master.” 



“Roll!” 

Ji Feng was speechless, dare I say it, this bastard had said something before about humans in the 

Gamma Galaxy being the same as Earthlings and everything, but he just didn’t count the outside 

environment. However, the external environment was one of the most important factors. 

After a long time of anger, Ji Feng could only bring in the intelligent brain: “Tell me, according to your 

investigation, what is the difference between the external environment on Earth and the Gamma 

Galaxy, and what will be the consequences if I practice those sets of movements rashly?” 

The intelligent brain immediately shook its head and said, “Master, please forgive the intelligent brain, 

except for the fact that the gravity on Earth is a bit lower than the Gamma Galaxy, everything else 

exceeds the Gamma Galaxy, such as the energy in the outside environment, which is much more dense. 

Master doesn’t really need to have the slightest worry, just imagine, after practicing the first set of 

moves, master not only improved his skills, but also didn’t notice any side effects, didn’t he?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, and when he thought about it carefully, it was really just like what the intelligent 

brain had said. After practicing the first set of moves himself, he really didn’t have any effects, and his 

stance became so powerful that, at least, an ordinary expert among ordinary people was definitely not 

his opponent. 

“What did you mean when you said just now that the energy in the outside world was thicker?” Ji Feng 

asked again. 

The intelligent brain said, “Master, according to the intelligent brain’s detection, the energy contained in 

the air on Earth far exceeds that of any planet in the Gamma Galaxy, the layer of mist that the master’s 

body absorbed when he was practicing the second set of movements was actually the energy from the 

outside world!” 

Ji Feng instantly understood, and he immediately asked, “You mean that the energy on Earth is very 

dense, so when I practice those moves, the effect will definitely be much better than those on the 

Gamma Galaxy, and my ultimate achievement should surpass those two people on the light screen, 

right?” 

“That’s theoretically true. Master!” The intelligent brain replied. 

Ji Feng finally sort of put his heart down, it seemed that the different environment should not have too 

much of an effect on these movements, what had an effect should actually just be the final practice 

effect. 

However, as long as the human bodies and whatnot of the humans in the Gamma Galaxy and the 

humans on Earth were the same, Ji Feng was relieved, whatever the effect was, as long as he wouldn’t 

practice to become a pervert, the rest didn’t matter. 

“Wait a minute!” Ji Feng suddenly reacted, “When doing the second set of movements, my body is 

actually absorbing energy?” 

“Yes, master!” The intelligent brain said, “The start of this second set of movements is to draw heaven 

and earth energy for your own use, because your own bio-current is no longer enough to continue 

changing your physique.” 



Ji Feng was a little dumbfounded, with this kind of statement, wouldn’t that be the same as …… 

cultivation? 

“Could it be that these sets of movements that the intelligent brain imparted to itself are actually the so-

called cultivation method?” Ji Feng secretly thought, but after thinking about it for half a day, he still 

couldn’t come up with any clue and could only shake his head in disbelief. 

“Wise Brain, let’s continue practicing!” Ji Feng shook his head and said, since there were no too serious 

consequences, Ji Feng was relieved, and didn’t care whether the sets of moves were martial arts secrets 

or that nebulous cultivation technique, as long as they could improve strength without too much impact 

anyway, that would be enough. 

Ji Feng was once again immersed in the second set of movements, and that cool and soothing feeling 

once again flowed throughout his body …… 

Time flies, and in the blink of an eye, a week has passed without a sound. 

During this week, Ji Feng was immersed in learning the second set of movements every day, and at the 

same time, he did not forget to study communication and network technology, and kept making rapid 

progress, not even feeling the passage of time. 

Finally, on the morning of the seventh day, there was a knock on his dormitory door. 

Ji Feng opened his eyes from his deep sleep, immediately dressed quickly and opened the dormitory 

door. 

“Are you ……?” Ji Feng looked at the person outside the door in confusion, it was an old man who was 

about sixty years old. 

The old man said, “This student, that Audi downstairs is your car, right?” 

Ji Feng nodded, “Yes, may I ask if there is any problem?” 

The old man said, “This student, according to the school’s rules, your car has to be parked in the parking 

shed downstairs, moreover, you have to pay a parking fee of three hundred and fifty yuan every 

month.” 

Ji Feng’s brow frowned, when he was wandering around the campus before, he had seen many cars, 

some even parked directly on the roadside, and he hadn’t seen anyone paying the fee, let alone saying 

that they had to park in the parking shed. 

When Ji Feng brought up this query, the old man laughed, “Those cars, most of them are the cars of the 

school leaders, this student, can you compare yourself to the leaders?” 

Ji Feng was stunned, then shook his head and smiled, indeed, he couldn’t compare himself to the 

leaders. 

“Alright, I’ll pay!” Ji Feng laughed. 

“Come with me!” The old man also laughed, obviously, for comparing Ji Feng to a leader, the old man 

was also just joking. 



In fact, the old man was also dissatisfied with this privilege of leadership, but there was no way to 

change this status quo, he could only joke and tease a few things once in a while. 

When he came to the dormitory management office downstairs, Ji Feng realized that the old man was a 

clerk in the management office, which was actually equivalent to a dormitory manager. 

After paying the fee and getting the receipt, Ji Feng got into the Audi car and prepared to drive it to the 

carport. 

But on second thought, Ji Feng dismissed the idea. Since he came to Jiangzhou, he hadn’t had a good 

stroll around Jiangzhou and was unfamiliar with many places, so he might as well take this opportunity 

to look around and get familiar with it in advance. 

At this time of the year, most of the students were attending classes, and there were also many students 

wandering around the campus. Honestly speaking, the greenery of the United University was still very 

well done, and the scenery was very beautiful. Compared to this heavily polluted city, this was 

considered a clean land. 

Therefore, in this hot early autumn, many students were sitting on the benches under the shade of the 

trees, either chatting in the cool or talking about love, very leisurely. 

Watching Ji Feng drive by, those students pointed out from time to time, seemingly talking about 

something. 

For these comments, Ji Feng never cared much, and he never cared too much in the past when he was 

being looked at in disdain, otherwise, I’m afraid he would have been annoyed to death just by being 

annoyed. 

Ji Feng drove slowly to the entrance and was just about to turn the corner when he saw several people 

standing there in front of the school, not knowing what to say. 

When Ji Feng glanced at a familiar figure, his body stiffened violently and a look of wild joy appeared in 

his eyes. 

Xiao Yuxuan! 

It was really Xiao Yuxuan! 

Ji Feng looked at the delicate figure surrounded by several men and couldn’t help but be overjoyed. It 

was really her, it turned out that the figure he had inadvertently seen when he first started school was 

not wrong, it was really Xiao Yuxuan! 

Ji Feng took a few deep breaths, and only then did he sort of calm down, and then, his brows furrowed. 

Those few men surrounding Xiao Yuxuan, one of them was Xiao Yuxuan’s boyfriend, He Dong. 

Beside He Dong, there were four other young men dressed somewhat in a sleazy manner, all four of 

them had unkind smiles on their faces, and He Dong, with an even more smug face. 



“What do these people want?” Ji Feng secretly wondered, but he saw that Xiao Yuxuan’s face seemed to 

show a look of extreme impatience, but the few men from He Dong surrounded her in the middle, 

making it impossible for her to leave even if she wanted to. 

Ji Feng did not expect that his meeting with Xiao Yuxuan again would be under such circumstances, it 

was obvious that He Dong seemed to be in conflict with Xiao Yuxuan, just what were those four men 

beside He Dong? 

Ji Feng stopped the car, but did not get out immediately, but quietly looked at Xiao Yuxuan. 

Because Ji Feng could not be sure if Xiao Yuxuan wanted to see herself, what’s more, it was not good for 

Ji Feng to interfere in the matter between her and He Dong, after all, he had no name in the division. 

Chapter 145 

Ji Feng sat inside the Audi and looked at Xiao Yuxuan from afar. Go to see the net . There, Xiao Yuxuan 

seemed to have gotten into an argument with He Dong and the others, and her face was hard to read, 

while He Dong and those four men were smiling and smiling, with a flowing look. 

Soon, Xiao Yuxuan and He Dong were arguing about something, and that He Dong said a few words and 

went to pull Xiao Yuxuan’s hand, only to be shaken off by Xiao Yuxuan. 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows instantly wrinkled, this He Dong couldn’t be trying to use force in front of the school, 

right? 

This speculation may not be correct, but no one can guarantee that it will not happen. Ji Feng does not 

think that a villain like He Dong will care about any rules, let alone expect him to care about any 

occasion. 

The fact that he is a member of the team is not a problem. 

Ji Feng gave a dark hum, opened the car door and stepped down, quickly walking towards Xiao Yuxuan’s 

location. 

“He Dong, thanks to you being a man, you even did such a thing, you don’t have to say much, the two of 

us will never have half a relationship from now on.” 

Ji Feng walked closer, just in time to hear Xiao Yuxuan’s disappointed and angry voice, “You don’t have 

to come to me in the future either, there’s nothing to say between us.” 

He Dong, however, said with a smile, “Yu Xuan, this is your fault. Uncle has asked me to take good care 

of you, so you are making it very difficult for me, and for uncle.” 

Xiao Yuxuan’s eyebrows knitted together, “He Dong, you don’t need to threaten me with my father, 

ever since you started hitting my father, there is no longer any half relationship between us, if you still 

care about your status, please leave, I have to go and teach my students, I won’t be accompanying you.” 

After saying that, Xiao Yuxuan was about to leave, but she was blocked by He Dong and those four men, 

unable to leave at all. 

Xiao Yuxuan’s face sank down, “He Dong, what are you trying to do?” 



“Nothing!” He Dong smiled faintly, “Don’t worry, this is the entrance of the school, I won’t do anything 

to you in front of the public. I just want to remind you that you can ignore me, but uncle’s company still 

needs my help, if you keep being so capricious, I am afraid that uncle’s company may go bankrupt and 

collapse at any time oh. At that time, the bank will call for payment, and so will uncle’s partners. I’m 

afraid uncle will not be able to repay even if he sells his house. 

“He Dong, you don’t need to threaten me with my father!” Xiao Yuxuan said angrily, “Even if we all go to 

beg for food, I will never agree to your terms!” 

“Yuxuan, you are too stubborn, Mr. Li is a good-looking man, and gentle and elegant, it’s your good 

fortune to follow him, why don’t you know what’s good for you? I am doing this for your own good.” He 

Dong said with a sincere face, “Yu Xuan, I know that it was wrong of me to give you up to Mr. Li, but you 

should also think about me, the department manager of Li’s group, how rare an opportunity is that for 

me? Being a manager for a year would earn me money that I wouldn’t make in half a lifetime, and if you 

follow Prince Li, we’d both get something out of each other, wouldn’t that be good?” 

“Get lost!” 

Xiao Yuxuan was furious, “You shameless villain, I was really blind before, I didn’t even see your 

villainous face clearly!” 

“Hmph!” He Dong’s face turned pale as he was scolded, and he became furious with shame, “Xiao 

Yuxuan, don’t be insensitive. If your father hadn’t always looked down on me and kept me on guard, 

would I have needed to go to such great lengths to climb up the ladder? Now you’re blaming me? Xiao 

Yuxuan, I won’t talk nonsense to you, think it over, Mr. Li only gives you three days to think about it. If 

you’re still this stubborn after three days, you can wait to jump off the building with your father then!” 

After saying that, He Dong gave a triumphant harrumph and turned to leave with a big stride. 

“Oh, right!” He Dong had just taken two steps out when he suddenly remembered something again, 

turning to look at the furious Zuo Yuxuan and said, “Yuxuan, Mr. Li has said that three days later 

happens to be his birthday, he will hold a birthday party then, he hopes to see you at the birthday party, 

moreover, you still appear as the leading lady, think it over!” 

“Shameless!” Xiao Yuxuan was trembling with anger, tears were welling up in her eyes, and in a fit of 

anger, she snapped forward and slapped He Dong’s face fiercely from behind. 

“Slap!” Xiao Yuxuan used all her strength, and He Dong stumbled and almost didn’t fall down. 

He turned back with a sudden jerk and gritted his teeth, “Bitch, you dare to hit me?” 

“I’ll hit you, you shameless bastard!” Xiao Yuxuan denounced angrily. 

“Good! Good!” He Dong laughed in anger and said coldly, “I was originally speaking kindly to you for the 

sake of Duke Li, but you didn’t appreciate it. Since that’s the case, I’ll let you know that it’s better for 

women to be more gentle and submissive!” 

As soon as the words left his mouth, he raised his hand violently and slapped it fiercely. 



After all, He Dong was a man, and neither his speed nor strength could be compared to Xiao Yuxuan’s. 

Seeing that He Dong’s slap was about to land on Xiao Yuxuan’s face, she couldn’t help but close her eyes 

in some despair. 

“Slap!” 

Xiao Yuxuan heard a crunching sound and only felt a wind blowing in front of her eyes, but there was 

not the slightest feeling of pain on her face. She couldn’t help but open her eyes, only to find that a 

stout youth was standing in front of her at some point, and the hand that He Dong had struck was 

caught in this youth’s hand. 

“He Dong, hitting a woman, that’s not a good habit!” The youth smiled faintly, but the strength in his 

hand was increasing. 

“Ah! You, you, Ji Feng, let go!” The grip on his wrist was raw and painful, almost as if it was about to 

break, He Dong immediately screamed out miserably, while speaking incoherently. 

This sturdy youth was naturally Ji Feng. 

He smirked as he looked at He Dong, whose face was distorted, his face still had a smiling expression, 

“He Dong, when you hit Sister Yu Xuan, why didn’t you think of letting go?” 

“Ji, Ji Feng, if you don’t let go, you’ll definitely regret it!” He Dong’s face turned pale with pain as he 

roared towards the four men beside him, “What are you still standing there for, give me a good beating 

on this brat!” 

“Kid, let go!” When those four men saw that Ji Feng had grabbed He Dong, they couldn’t help but throw 

in the towel and could only shout angrily. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, “If you want me to let go, it depends on whether you have the ability to do so.” 

“Kid looking for death!” Those four men were not good people in the first place, and now when they 

saw that Ji Feng did not put them in his eyes at all, they became furious and the four of them pounced 

together. 

“Ji Feng, be careful!” Xiao Yuxuan exclaimed in worry when she saw those four men fiercely pouncing on 

Ji Feng. 

“Humph!” Ji Feng sneered, one hand still grabbed He Dong’s wrist, while the other hand was like a 

sledgehammer as it viciously slammed down on one of the men’s body. 

Bang! 

That man shouted miserably and without even half the strength to resist, he flew backwards and fell 

heavily to the ground. 

Immediately afterwards, Ji Feng’s two legs were like two iron pillars, sweeping across like lightning, and 

the remaining three men hadn’t even reacted to what was going on before they fell heavily to the 

ground like this, screaming in agony. 

It was a long story, but in reality it was over in the blink of an eye. 



At this moment, both He Dong and Xiao Yuxuan stared in awe at the majestic Ji Feng, who had instantly 

beaten four men without the ability to fight back. 

Xiao Yuxuan looked at the four men being knocked to the ground and felt a surge of pleasure in her 

heart. Just now, He Dong and these four men together did not stop talking about the wind, if she had Ji 

Feng’s skills, she would have beaten He Dong and the others to the ground. 

Now that Ji Feng had done what she had always wanted to do but could not, Xiao Yuxuan’s beautiful 

eyes flashed with a strange colour as she gave Ji Feng a deep look. 

“He Dong, it seems that a few of your friends weren’t able to save you from oh!” Ji Feng laughed, “If you 

want me to let you go, you need to think of another way.” 

He Dong was shaking with pain, he didn’t even know if his arm was broken. 

“Ji Feng, you, you dare to treat me like this, this is malicious wounding, you’ll be waiting for jail!” He 

Dong roared in a stern voice, “You let go of me now immediately and give me an apology, I can consider 

not pursuing this matter.” 

“Huh ……” Ji Feng shook his head and snorted, “He Dong, it seems that you still don’t understand the 

situation, if I was afraid of you pursuing the matter, I wouldn’t have moved you. So, this threat of yours 

is useless to me!” 

“Hmph!” He Dong was in pain and sweating profusely as he gritted his teeth and said, “You are not 

afraid, but Xiao Yuxuan has been dragged into this by you. Don’t worry, I won’t let her family’s company 

off the hook, go ahead and fight, the harder you fight, the faster her family’s downfall will be.” 

“Since that’s the case, then I’ll just have to get you killed now!” Ji Feng was not moved in the slightest 

and said coldly. 

“Ji Feng, don’t be reckless!” Xiao Yuxuan was shocked when she heard this, if Ji Feng really killed He 

Dong at this door, it would be a felony, he would have to be killed, “Ji Feng, let him go, this shameless 

villain is not worthy of your hands, if you hit him, it would be degrading yourself and would dirty your 

hands.” 

“Xiao Yuxuan, Yuxuan, you quickly tell him to let go!” As soon as He Dong heard this, he didn’t care 

about any manners and etiquette and hurriedly opened his mouth to plead, “Ji Feng, Yu Xuan is right, 

how can you be normal with me, let me go!” 

“Get lost!” Ji Feng kicked He Dong in the chest, instantly causing him to roll backwards like a rolling 

gourd, in a wretched state. 

The four men who had already struggled to get up hurried over and helped He Dong up, “Manager He, 

are you alright?” 

He Dong shook his head, the severe pain in his wrist and chest made it almost impossible for him to 

stand up. With the support of a few people, he could barely stand and looked at Ji Feng with 

resentment, as if he wanted to remember him to death. 

“Ji Feng, I remember you, you will pay for what you have done today!” He Dong said resentfully, and his 

gaze fell back on Xiao Yuxuan: “Xiao Yuxuan, remember, it’s three days. After three days, I hope you can 



show up on time for Mr. Li’s birthday party, otherwise, your father’s company will go bankrupt and your 

whole family will have to go jump off a building!” 

“Get lost! Get lost!” Xiao Yuxuan looked at He Dong with extreme disappointment, “Get lost as far as 

you can!” 

“Hmph, let’s see how long you can still be arrogant!” He Dong once again looked at Ji Feng and Xiao 

Yuxuan with resentment and quickly turned around to leave. 

“Be careful and walk slowly, beware of slippery roads!” Ji Feng said in a loud voice behind him. At the 

same time, he took out a Kleenex from his pocket, quickly balled it up into a ball and struck it out like 

lightning. 

He Dong, who was leaving at a fast pace, only felt a violent numbness in the bend of his leg, and his 

whole body suddenly flung itself on its knees and rolled on the ground. 

Because of the fight between Ji Feng and those four men just now, a circle of people had long gathered 

around, and at this moment, when they saw He Dong fall to the ground in such a mess, they all burst 

into laughter. 

“Mara next door!” He wanted to stand up, however, he couldn’t use any strength in his legs, so he could 

only fall limply to the ground. 

“Why don’t you pull me up!” He Dong looked at the few stunned-looking men and roared in anger. 

“Oh!” Only then did the few men react and scrambled to pull He Dong up, into a car on the side of the 

road, and quickly drove away. 

“Sister Yu Xuan, let’s go too!” Regardless of Xiao Yuxuan’s attitude, Ji Feng just took her silky smooth 

little hand and headed straight out the door, the others saw that there was nothing more to see, so they 

coaxed and laughed and departed. 

“You, you let go!” Xiao Yuxuan’s small hand was pulled by Ji Feng, which immediately made her shy and 

embarrassed, it was as if she was back to a year ago when she first met Ji Feng, that night, Ji Feng 

rubbed her feet, that ambiguous atmosphere made her shy even now when she thought about it. 

Ji Feng, however, turned a deaf ear and pulled him straight towards his Audi car. 

“Ji Feng, you, where are you pulling me to? Hurry up and let go, there are many people watching 

around!” Xiao Yuxuan was so ashamed and anxious that she couldn’t help but struggle. 

However, how could her strength compare with Ji Feng’s? She was unable to break free and could only 

let Ji Feng pull her forward. 

When she arrived at the Audi, Ji Feng directly opened the door, “Get in.” 

Before Xiao Yuxuan could regain her senses, she was pushed into the passenger seat by Ji Feng. 

Immediately afterwards, with a flick of his legs, Ji Feng flipped backwards over the roof of the car and 

arrived at the other side of the car, opening the door and sitting on the driver’s seat. 



“This, this is your car?” Looking at the luxurious Audi inside, Xiao Yuxuan was surprised, and she looked 

at Ji Feng in amazement. She was aware that just a year ago, Ji Feng was still a poor boy, how could he 

afford an Audi? What had happened in the past few months when she was away? 

Looking at Ji Feng from the side, Xiao Yuxuan realized that after not seeing him for a few months, Ji Feng 

had become more mature. The hint of childishness that was still there had disappeared without a trace 

on his face, and was replaced by a steady and mature look. He had also grown a little taller, and that 

magnificent figure looked handsome, which was simply a model’s figure. 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but blush, what was she thinking! 

“Ji Feng, what the hell is going on here?” Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but ask. 

“I should be the one to ask you that, right?” Ji Feng turned his head and looked at her, staring straight 

into her beautiful eyes as if he wanted to see into her heart, causing Xiao Yuxuan’s heart to tremble. 

“You, what do you want to ask?” Subconsciously, Xiao Yuxuan dodged a little. 

“What I want to ask, you should know!” Ji Feng said, “Why did you leave without a word in the first 

place?” 

Hearing Ji Feng’s questioning tone, Xiao Yuxuan’s heart trembled again, this is a tone that only lovers 

should have, she glanced at Ji Feng, a blush crept onto her tender cheeks. 

“At that time …… when something suddenly happened to my father’s company, it was urgent, I couldn’t 

talk to you guys in time …..” When she said this, she couldn’t go on, and a gloomy look appeared in her 

beautiful eyes, obviously, this topic had reminded her of something unhappy again. 

Ji Feng frowned and asked, “What happened to your father’s company? Between you and He Dong ……” 

Asking here, he hesitated for a moment, wondering if he should continue. After all, this was Xiao 

Yuxuan’s personal matter, and it was not good for him to ask more. 

“Forget it, let’s not talk about that, it will also add to your worries in vain!” Xiao Yuxuan did not intend to 

talk to Ji Feng about her troubles, but just looked around at the car’s arrangement and could not help 

but ask in amazement, “Ji Feng, this is a luxury version of your Audi A6, it must be at least around seven 

hundred thousand dollars, right? Is this your car?” 

“It must be my car, otherwise who would lend it to me?” Seeing that Xiao Yuxuan was unwilling to 

continue the conversation he had just had, he asked no more questions. 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but ask in amazement, “Is this really your car? My goodness, the speed at 

which you make money is truly terrifying! It’s only been a few months, and you actually own a luxury 

version of Audi, if a few more years pass, won’t you become a tycoon?” 

Xiao Yuxuan knew that although an Audi A6 was not too rare, on the streets and roads of Jiangzhou, 

Mercedes Benz BMW Cadillacs and the like were all very common. However, it depended on who it was 

placed on. 



Just a few months ago, Ji Feng didn’t have much money and was just an ordinary person, but a few 

months later, he was able to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on an Audi, which meant that his 

own assets were definitely in the millions. 

You know, Xiao Yuxuan had never seen anyone who would spend all of his money to buy a car, in that 

case, even if the car was bought, he wouldn’t be able to afford to keep it. 

Since Ji Feng was able to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars to buy a car, it proves that these 

hundreds of thousands of dollars are actually only a very small part of his assets, so his assets must be at 

least a few million, right? 

In just a few months, several million …… Xiao Yuxuan could not associate these two words with Ji Feng. 

By the way, there is also his super strong body hand, just now when he dealt with those four men, one 

hand could still grab He Dong, that kind of body hand, even the bodyguards around those big bosses, are 

far inferior. 

After not seeing him for a few months, how come this little guy’s body is becoming more and more 

imperceptible to people? 

“Sister Yu Xuan, why are you looking at me like that?” Seeing Xiao Yuxuan’s strange look, Ji Feng 

couldn’t help but laugh, “It’s better to talk about the things in your father’s company, I seem to have 

heard He Dong say just now, what with the three days’ time, Li Gongzi, and your father’s company going 

bankrupt or something like that, what exactly is going on?” 

  

Chapter 146 

Hearing Ji Feng ask again, a sad look flashed across Xiao Yuxuan’s beautiful eyes as she shook her head, 

“Ji Feng, you shouldn’t ask about this matter. Go see the net .” 

“As a friend, care a little!” Ji Feng smiled. 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but give him an angry white glance, “I’m your teacher.” 

“Teachers can also be friends, besides, you are not older than me by a few years, and don’t forget, it was 

you who took the initiative to be my sister, do you want to deny it now?” Ji Feng said with a smile. I 

don’t know what happened, but with Xiao Yuxuan, Ji Feng became very cheerful and spoke casually. 

Ji Feng’s words reminded Xiao Yuxuan once again of the first time they met, that awkward scene that 

night, and her pretty face couldn’t help but burn a little. 

“You, you weren’t like this in the past, why have you become oily and slippery now?” Xiao Yuxuan 

couldn’t help but laugh lightly. 

Ji Feng was tempted to say, “You haven’t tasted it, how do you know that I’m oily and slippery?” 

Only, he didn’t dare to say that out loud. 

With a smile, Ji Feng said, “People change, aren’t you the same? You used to be cheerful, but now, I see 

you with a sad face. Sister Yu Xuan, if you have anything to say, you can say it, maybe I can even help!” 



“Forget it, you can’t help with this ……” Xiao Yuxuan’s cicada head shook slightly and sighed lightly, “But 

it’s nothing to say to you.” 

After a pause, Xiao Yuxuan continued, “You should know that He Dong and I used to be university 

classmates.” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Well, this I do know.” 

Xiao Yuxuan shook her head slightly and said, “You must be wondering why I would still fall in love with 

He Dong when he has that kind of personality, you must think I am a person without vision, right? Or 

rather, you think I’m a nymphomaniac who is just a man?” 

Ji Feng dumbly laughed: “If you were a nymphomaniac, then I’m afraid there would be no cold women 

in this world, Sister Yu Xuan, you don’t need to say this, I believe you must have some bitterness!” 

“Bitterness?” 

Xiao Yuxuan shook her head with a bitter smile and said, “If I tell you that I actually have no bitterness at 

all when I fall in love with He Dong, or even, it’s all willingly done by me, do you believe me?” 

“Believe!” Ji Feng blurted out without hesitation. 

“Why?” This time it was Xiao Yuxuan’s turn to be surprised, she looked at Ji Feng in confusion, “Why do 

you believe me so much? Couldn’t I be a nymphomaniac for once? Or rather, can’t I be silly for once?” 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “Of course you can be silly once, in fact, anyone can be silly at times, moreover, 

in matters of emotions, it is impossible for anyone to remain completely calm and rational, if there is 

really that kind of person, that kind of person is definitely without love. That’s why it’s strange to say 

that, when it comes to relationships, it’s only natural to be silly if you’re not!” 

“You’re really a special person!” Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but shake her head and smile, “Your 

thoughts, and the vast majority of people are different, it can even be said that your thoughts are more 

sober than most people.” 

“Overrated, hehehe!” Ji Feng laughed heatedly, “I just like to think, well, or rather, I for one like to study 

people’s psychology and thoughts, that’s something very interesting.” 

Xiao Yuxuan also laughed and said, “Yeah, it’s impossible for people not to be silly, in fact, I did make a 

silly mistake back then.” 

A look of reminiscence appeared in her eyes as she said softly, “When I was in school, there were quite a 

few people who usually pursued me because my family was still in a good condition. But those who 

came were too utilitarian and purposeful, either, they came for my family, or, they came for my looks 

……” 

The first thing you need to do is to get a good look at the company, and then you’ll be able to get a good 

look at the company, and then you’ll be able to get a good look at the company. 

“However, there was really one person who didn’t treat me with any pretense, at that time I was in the 

student union, everyone else was flattering and pleasing to me, but only him, if I did something wrong, 



he would criticize me harshly ……” Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but smile bitterly. “I was really stupid at 

that time!” 

Needless to say, Ji Feng also understood what was going on. 

Xiao Yuxuan was considered a proud daughter of the sky at that time, and did not have much experience 

in dealing with people in the world, when everyone around her was trying to please her, she would 

always get bored. And at this time, there was a man who did not take her seriously, which naturally 

aroused her curiosity, or rather, impressed her. 

And because of this, this man was able to hold the beauty! 

And there was no need to say much at all, Ji Feng knew that this person Xiao Yuxuan was talking about 

who dared to criticize her harshly was He Dong. 

“Ugh ……” 

With a soft sigh, Xiao Yuxuan said, “Originally, I thought that he was really so straightforward and dared 

to stick to his opinions, so I was fine with him. However, as I grew older, I gradually discovered that He 

Dong was not as upright as he appeared to be, and he approached me with a strong sense of 

utilitarianism and purpose, only, his means were different!” 

Ji Feng listened quietly and did not interrupt Xiao Yuxuan’s words. 

“Moreover, at that time, my father also saw that He Dong approached me with an agenda, so he disliked 

him a lot.” Xiao Yuxuan said, “However, I had not spent much time with him, and although I could also 

see that he was approaching me with an agenda, he did not do anything over the top, making it 

impossible for me to say anything at all. I also proposed to break up with him, but couldn’t resist his 

bitter pleading, and when I was soft-hearted, the matter kept dragging on.” 

Only then did it dawn on Ji Feng, with Xiao Yuxuan’s eyesight, how could he not see He Dong’s 

character? Originally, Ji Feng was still wondering why Xiao Yuxuan would find such a boyfriend. 

“Then, you go to Mang Shi County Second Middle School as a teacher ……” Ji Feng wanted to say 

something, but wanted to say something but stopped. 

Xiao Yuxuan, however, understood what he meant and nodded, “That’s right, I went to Mang Shi County 

Second Middle School to become a teacher, in fact, I wanted to avoid He Dong, I thought, at least we all 

know each other, it’s better to get together and not turn into enemies because of this matter. 

Therefore, I planned to drag it out for a few years and let each other chill out so that it would be over 

and not so much that I would tear my face off.” 

“But, He Dong still chased after Mang Shi County.” Ji Feng laughed, “And, it’s only been just under half a 

year.” 

“Yeah, it’s only been half a year since I went to Mang Shi County, and He Dong chased after me, the 

same time you ruthlessly humiliated him in the billiard room.” Xiao Yuxuan gave him a smirking look. 

Ji Feng chuckled a little and touched his nose, not saying anything. In fact, at that time, he had 

humiliated He Dong because, on the one hand, He Dong had gone too far and made Zhang Lei lose face. 



And on the other hand, it was because He Dong was Xiao Yuxuan’s boyfriend, and just because of his 

status, Ji Feng couldn’t help but humiliate him. 

Thinking about it, Ji Feng also felt that he was actually not very open-minded, however, he considered 

himself to be a true villain, not a hypocrite, as he had never presented himself as a gentleman. 

“Today you saw He Dong come to me, and in fact, things started precisely because I hid in Mang Shi 

County.” Xiao Yuxuan said. 

“Oh? How does that sound?” Ji Feng was a bit taken aback. 

“Do you still remember, I told you just now that the reason why I suddenly left Mang Shi County without 

even having the time to say hello to you guys was actually because things were more urgent?” Xiao 

Yuxuan asked. 

Ji Feng nodded and said, “That’s right, you did say that just now, could it be that the urgent matter you 

were talking about had something to do with He Dong?” 

“Yes!” 

Xiao Yuxuan nodded and said, “Half a year ago, I suddenly received a call from my father, he said that 

the company at home was suddenly attacked by others already, whether it was the source of goods or 

sales channels, someone was competing maliciously, and even, there was a traitor inside the company, 

allowing other companies to steal many projects, my father asked me to go back and help him keep the 

company running together. ” 

“Because the situation was too urgent and my father was too anxious, so I rushed back before I could 

say hello to you guys, and have been helping my father in keeping the company running.” 

When Xiao Yuxuan said this, her eyebrows knitted together and she shook her head and sighed, 

“Originally, my father and I didn’t know what was going on because my father had a very gentle 

personality and did business with the attitude of peace and prosperity, and although it was inevitable to 

offend people in business, my father had very few enemies.” 

“It was not until one day three months ago that Li Weidong suddenly came to my home and paid a visit 

to my father, and only then did we realise that all of this was, in fact, his doing.” Xiao Yuxuan’s words 

were filled with hatred, “He directed other companies, as well as other partners of my father’s company 

and various forces such as banks, to attack us together, leaving us exhausted and frazzled.” 

“Interrupt.” Ji Feng opened his mouth, “That Li Weidong you’re talking about, who is he?” 

Ji Feng was very good at seizing the focus, and obviously, this Li Weidong was the focus. Just kidding, to 

be able to direct other companies, as well as Xiao family’s partners and banks and so many other forces, 

if this person didn’t have any origins, if this wasn’t the point, then what else was the point? 

Xiao Yuxuan said, “Li Weidong, the youngest son of the mayor of Jiangzhou City.” 

“So it’s Tai Z!” Ji Feng suddenly dawned on him, no wonder he had such huge energy and could 

command and move so many forces, “But why would Li Weidong want to deal with your family? Has 

your family offended him?” 



“Of course not!” Xiao Yuxuan said, “I have just said, my father has always practiced peace and prosperity 

in business, how could he possibly offend the mayor’s son?” 

“Then why did Li Weidong want to deal with you guys?” Ji Feng asked in a puzzled manner. 

“It’s not because of me!” Xiao Yuxuan said with a huff, “Back then, Li Weidong was also among the 

group of people who pursued me.” 

“Understood!” Ji Feng suddenly dawned on him, “So this is what it means to be a redhead, huh!” 

“You’re still laughing!” Xiao Yuxuan was instantly angry, glaring at Ji Feng fiercely, “I’m annoyed to 

death, and you’re still laughing so happily, it’s really infuriating!” 

Her little daughter-like appearance made Ji Feng stare. 

Xiao Yuxuan also noticed that her tone was a bit off, and suddenly her pretty face reddened as she said, 

“What are you looking at!” 

Ji Feng immediately laughed out loud. 

“You’re still laughing, you’re still laughing!” Xiao Yuxuan was so angry that she punched him a few times 

with her small fist until Ji Feng begged for forgiveness, and then she stopped. 

“Alright, alright!” Ji Feng laughed, “I’m not laughing anymore, you go on.” 

Xiao Yuxuan glared at him again before she continued, “Not to mention how clear Li Weidong’s purpose 

in pursuing me was, just his playboy appearance and all the unpleasant rumours in school alone, there 

was no way I would agree to his pursuit, since rejecting him, he has never pestered me, but I don’t know 

what happened, but this time he suddenly struck out and attacked our family.” 

“He wouldn’t be regretting it, would he?” Ji Feng smiled and said, “I don’t think so, it’s probably because 

he never died, and in the past, when he was at school, he couldn’t control such a huge amount of 

power, so he couldn’t force you. But now it’s different, he must have a certain status and position, that’s 

why he started to force your father, or rather force you, to follow him, is that right?” 

“That’s right!” Xiao Yuxuan gave him a surprised look, this little guy’s guess was really accurate, “He 

came to my house that day and bluntly said that he was responsible for all of this, and if I was good with 

him, he could let go of these things, and if I continued to reject him, our Xiao family wouldn’t be able to 

stay in Jiangzhou.” 

“Oh, how arrogant!” Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, but in his heart, he knew that Li Weidong 

should have this arrogant capital. With his status, if he wanted to suppress the Xiao family, the Xiao 

family would have absolutely no ability to resist, and there would definitely be no place for them in 

Jiangzhou at that time. 

“It is indeed arrogant, but he has that arrogant capital.” Xiao Yuxuan said with a bitter smile. 

At this time, Ji Feng suddenly remembered something and couldn’t help but ask: “By the way, you said 

so much but didn’t mention anything about He Dong, I remember when He Dong and the five of them 

surrounded you before, they seemed to be saying something about giving you away or something like 

that, what about that?” 



As soon as this was mentioned, Xiao Yuxuan’s face sank and she said in a hateful voice, “That’s a brute!” 

Ji Feng was stunned, to be able to make Xiao Yuxuan say such words, how much should she hate He 

Dong? 

“The reason why Li Weidong was able to deal with our family so smoothly, He Dong deserves a lot of 

credit.” Xiao Yuxuan said in a hateful voice, “Because after all, I was in a relationship with He Dong, so 

my father, no matter how much he disliked him, let him take charge of a small department in the 

company, and because of this, he was able to bribe one of our company’s executives through Li 

Weidong’s support to get hold of the company’s secrets. 

Later, after I went to Mang Shi County, my father fired him when he knew I wanted to break up with He 

Dong. However, the secrets in his hands were always in his possession. It was through these secrets that 

Li Weidong also learned exactly which partners our company had, as well as having business dealings 

with those companies, and bank debts and such, all of which they knew about.” 

“Highly skilled people!” Ji Feng really couldn’t help but admire, this kind of person, really a high man, 

helping outsiders against his own girlfriend, Ji Feng asked himself that he absolutely couldn’t do such a 

thing. 

“More than that?!” Xiao Yuxuan sneered, “Later after I came back, Li Weidong also came to say what he 

wanted, but was driven out by me and my father. At that time, I didn’t know that He Dong was also 

involved, he asked me out and actually drugged my wine ……” 

Even though several months had passed, Xiao Yuxuan was still shaking with anger at the mention of the 

incident, “That brute even tried to give me as a gift to Li Weidong in order to please him! Luckily I found 

out in time and escaped, otherwise ……” 

Xiao Yuxuan’s eyes shot out with a thick hatred, obviously He Dong had really broken her heart 

completely. No, I should say that she had completely died to He Dong, and her original love had turned 

into a strong hatred, moreover, this hatred was not born out of love, but after the love had dissipated, 

because of He Dong’s actions, and the hatred had arisen again. 

“What good does it do for He Dong to do this?” Ji Feng frowned and asked, angry at what He Dong had 

done, betraying the Xiao family’s company, Ji Feng was not angry, because profit, well, always makes 

people crazy. However, Xiao Yuxuan was originally in a relationship with He Dong but they were lovers, 

how dare he want to give Xiao Yuxuan to Li Weidong, he should be damned! 

“Of course he has an advantage, Li Weidong promised him a branch manager position, that is a rich 

position, many people are eager to see it!” Xiao Yuxuan said with a sneer. 

“Fuck!” Ji Feng cursed angrily, “What a stupid cunt!” 

“Why say dirty words!” Xiao Yuxuan gave him a white look, “The same hateful as He Dong is Li Weidong, 

he wants to use this method to force me, but he wants me to be his lover!” 

“F*ck!” Ji Feng once again cursed angrily, “Sister Yu Xuan, what are you going to do then?” 



“Alas …… what else can I do? I’ve discussed with my father, first I’ll declare the company bankrupt and 

then I’ll leave Jiangzhou.” Xiao Yuxuan sighed lightly, “I had just gotten a job in the United University, 

but now it seems that I have to resign as well.” 

“Why do you want to resign?” Ji Feng sneered, “Didn’t He Dong say that Li Weidong wanted to see you 

show up at his birthday party in three days? Well then, let’s go to his birthday party, I’d like to see who 

dares to force you, I’ll kill him!” 

Ji Feng gritted his teeth and roared, at this moment, he finally knew what status Xiao Yuxuan had in his 

heart. 

“What? Going to his birthday party? Ji Feng, don’t be reckless, Li Weidong is the mayor’s son, his energy 

in Jiangzhou is not something you can imagine.” Xiao Yuxuan suddenly tensed up, “It’s not a big deal for 

my sister to leave Jiangzhou, but, you still have to go to school in Jiangzhou, if he wants to deal with you, 

how will you resist?” 

Looking at Xiao Yuxuan’s nervous look, Ji Feng suddenly asked, “Sister Yuxuan, are you nervous about 

me?” 

Chapter 147 

A blush immediately rose on Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face, while a touch of shyness flashed across her 

beautiful eyes that seemed like they could speak. Go to see the net —.7-K–o-m. 

She gave Ji Feng an angry glance and hummed, “You’re thinking beautiful, I care about you, that’s 

because you’re helping me out, while the other party is one of the most powerful few people in 

Jiangzhou, I don’t want to drag you down, little guy, don’t think too much about it!” 

Hearing her call herself a little guy, Ji Feng was instantly indignant, he really wanted to let Xiao Yuxuan 

know that he wasn’t a ‘little guy’. Only, he didn’t dare to say this out loud, he could only think about it in 

his heart. 

“Giggle ……” Seeing Ji Feng’s indignant look, Xiao Yuxuan suddenly giggled, and the depression in her 

heart was alleviated. 

“This Sister Yu Xuan ah, a serious time is like a fairy, but naughty, but like a little devil, really ……” Ji Feng 

shook his head and laughed, said: “Sister Yu Xuan, no matter who the other party is. As long as he dares 

to hit you, I will not let him go.” 

Xiao Yuxuan was stunned, a daring look flashed in her beautiful eyes, Ji Feng knew full well that Li Wei 

.com in fact, he had not only heard of it slightly, it was simply like thunder and lightning. The first thing 

you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into. It was said that the people who could 

live in this community were all rich or noble, and the highest price of this community had been 

speculated to over 200,000 yuan per square foot. 

What a joke! More than 200,000 per square foot, a house made of gold? 

However, it was an indisputable fact that it was indeed more than 200,000 per square foot, and 

moreover, many people could not even buy it even if they wanted to. Only one word emerged in Ji 

Feng’s mind – crazy! 



Indeed, in his opinion, these people are really crazy, a house down to several million, and even, the area 

of a larger one is surprisingly tens of millions of dollars, plus that high property fees and other costs, 

without a few years down, these money even to buy gold, it is enough to redo a house. 

These news, when Ji Feng used to be in high school, he would occasionally see some news when 

watching TV, now when he heard Xiao Yuxuan talking about it, his mind immediately recalled this news. 

“You’re not trying to tell me that the prices of the houses on this United University campus can be 

compared to the ‘high class’, are you? That’s a bit too exaggerated.” Ji Feng asked smilingly. 

“That’s not so much, although the houses in this United University are expensive, they’re not as 

perverted as ‘first class’.” Xiao Yuxuan shook her head and laughed, “However, the houses on our 

United University campus do have the title of ‘high class’ in the university town.” 

Ji Feng laughed, “In that case, the houses here are considered the most expensive in the university city?” 

“Sixty thousand per square foot, don’t you think?” Xiao Yuxuan smiled delicately. 

“……” Ji Feng was speechless. 

He remembered that when the news reported that when people knew that the highest selling price of 

the ‘high class’ house had reached over 200,000 per square foot, there were many netizens leaving 

comments questioning, was this house made of gold? 

Ji Feng now finally completely understood the grievances of those netizens, and he now also wanted to 

ask, “Is this house made of gold?” 

It’s simply a travesty of the world! 60,000 per square foot, it’s really …… Ji Feng shook his head slightly, 

he really didn’t know what to say. 

“Now you know, right?” Xiao Yuxuan laughed, “This one house I’m living in now, it’s almost one hundred 

and ten square feet, and counting, it costs more than six million, and if you add in taxes and stuff like 

that, I’m afraid it’s going to be more.” 

Xiao Yuxuan knew that Ji Feng had bought an Audi car, but an Audi, I’m afraid, couldn’t even buy a toilet 

here, and she didn’t think that Ji Feng would be able to go from a man with nothing to a rich man with 

millions of dollars in just a few months. 

Of course, whether Ji Feng was poor or rich, Xiao Yuxuan’s attitude towards him would not change in 

the slightest. In her eyes, Ji Feng was a relatively interesting young man, a sort of …… brother to her. 

Ji Feng nodded and laughed: “Over six million ah, indeed, I can’t afford it. However, even if I could afford 

it, I wouldn’t buy it, it’s simply a money grab, where is the house, it’s clearly gold!” 

Even if he was richer, he would never spend it like this. If he felt that he had too much money, he could 

simply do a good deed. 

Seeing Ji Feng’s grimace as he bared his teeth, Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but giggle. 

“Sister Yu Xuan, you still look good when you smile!” Ji Feng smiled, “Don’t look sad all day, I’ve said I’ll 

stand up for you in your family’s affairs, so don’t worry.” 



“And how can I be relieved!” Xiao Yuxuan gave him a blank look, “I was already worried enough over my 

family’s affairs, now you’re also involved, I still have to worry about you …… Ji Feng, why don’t you leave 

this matter alone, big deal, my father and I are leaving Jiangzhou, it’s no big deal, really. ” 

Ji Feng instantly smiled slightly and said, “Sister Yu Xuan, it’s useless for you to say this now. Even if I 

don’t care about this matter anymore, then the two people, Li Weidong and He Dong, will be able to let 

me go? You should not forget that He Dong has met me and also knows that I am involved in it, and I 

believe that by now Li Weidong also knows about it, and since it has already started, it is impossible to 

quit in the middle, unless, I leave Jiangzhou right now.” 

Xiao Yuxuan was instantly silent, she knew that Ji Feng was right, since He Dong already knew that Ji 

Feng was involved, with his villainous character of vengeance, would he let Ji Feng off so easily? What’s 

more, when he was in Mang Shi County, Ji Feng had also ruthlessly humiliated He Dong, and the latter 

would not let Ji Feng off even more. 

And even if Ji Feng leaves Jiangzhou now, I’m afraid it definitely won’t be that easy. With Li Weidong’s 

power, plus a lapdog He Dong, it couldn’t be easier to find out Ji Feng’s origin and identity. At this time, 

if Li Weidong wanted to deal with Ji Feng, I am afraid that if he only needed to say one word, there 

would be no place for Ji Feng in the whole of China. 

Moreover, if Ji Feng withdraws from United University, it will take some time to go through the 

procedures, and this time is already enough for Li Weidong and He Dong to make waves. 

“Alas, on this matter, it’s me who dragged you down, otherwise ……” Xiao Yuxuan shook her head 

slightly, but in her heart she had extremely complicated feelings. 

If Ji Feng didn’t help her, then, Xiao Yuxuan’s heart was definitely very lost, but then, she wouldn’t have 

to worry about Ji Feng’s safety. 

However, now that Ji Feng had helped her and let her know her status and weight in Ji Feng’s heart, her 

heart was sweet, but she was very worried about Ji Feng’s safety. One must know that what they were 

about to face was the mayor’s son, Li Weidong. 

“I say, Sister Yu Xuan, do you have no confidence in me like that? Didn’t I tell you that Li Weidong is just 

a dude, why should you be scared and frightened for him?” Ji Feng shook his head and smiled, saying, 

“Don’t worry, if I say it’s fine, it’s fine, three days later, you can go with me to Li Weidong’s birthday 

party though.” 

Xiao Yuxuan was really angry and amused, her beautiful eyes glared at Ji Feng, so angry that she didn’t 

even know what to say. 

Ji Feng, however, as if he didn’t see Xiao Yuxuan’s expression, just looked around at Xiao Yuxuan’s flat 

and praised it with a tsk, “Not to mention, an old university with a deep heritage like United University is 

really something, the layout of this house is really good, I’m afraid this was also designed by a professor 

from the architecture department of United University, right?” 

It had to be said that the layout of Xiao Yuxuan’s flat was indeed good, Ji Feng had once heard Zhang Lei 

complain about it, saying that the house their family used to live in was surprisingly open from the 



balcony to the kitchen, meaning that that living room was actually a passage running through it and the 

bedroom was on one side of it. 

In a house of that layout, if a curtain was not installed on the balcony, the living room could be seen 

clearly from the outside if one wore something a little revealing, especially in the summer evenings 

when one had to cover oneself tightly to watch TV in the living room, which was really depressing. 

That kind of layout of the house compared to the layout of Xiao Yuxuan’s current flat, that was a world 

of difference, there was no way to compare. 

“Hey, you don’t have to digress from the topic!” Xiao Yuxuan said in an exasperated voice, “Ji Feng, I 

understand your intentions, and I know that you want to help me sincerely. However, Li Weidong is 

really not an ordinary person ah, he is the mayor’s son, one of several vicious youngsters in Jiangzhou, 

except for the Ji family, I’m afraid no one would dare to mess with him, you …… although your surname 

is Ji, but you are not a member of the Ji family after all!” 

Ji Feng turned his head to look at her and asked with a smile, “How do you know that I’m not from the Ji 

family? If I told you that I really am from the Ji family, would you believe me?” 

Xiao Yuxuan was so angry that her teeth itched, how could this little guy not listen to the words, he was 

still a member of the Ji family? Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but smile bitterly, if he was a member of the Ji 

family, then why did his mother have to go to the street every day to sell vegetables? 

“Little fellow, can you be more decent?” Xiao Yuxuan said in an exasperated voice. 

Ji Feng instantly laughed, he didn’t know what was going on, with Xiao Yuxuan, he would always 

unconsciously show a hint of immature naughtiness, perhaps, he had subconsciously regarded Xiao 

Yuxuan as one of the closest people, just like Tong Lei, his mother Xiao Su Mei and others, they were all 

Ji Feng’s relatives. 

In front of the clear and beautiful Tong Lei, Ji Feng’s status was that of her boyfriend, and he felt a 

heartfelt love and pity for Tong Lei, and he wanted to care for her until the end of time. 

Xiao Yuxuan, on the other hand, was different. Ji Feng always felt that fighting with Xiao Yuxuan and 

occasionally joking around was a different kind of fun, making both of them very happy. 

In fact, Xiao Yuxuan likewise felt this way. In front of Ji Feng, she was able to let go of all her worries and 

did not have to guard against people who were approaching her with an agenda. Anyone could 

approach her with a certain purpose, but not Ji Feng. 

Because Xiao Yuxuan from the first time she saw Ji Feng, she felt that his eyes were very pure, the kind 

of pure without any impurities, which could not be faked. 

“Sister Yu Xuan, put it down, I said I would help you take care of this matter, so I will definitely do it.” Ji 

Feng put away his joking attitude and said seriously to Xiao Yuxuan, “Really, I’m not lying to you, I’m 

really a member of the Ji family!” 

“You are a member of the Ji family?” Xiao Yuxuan asked in surprise, and then laughed, “Little fellow, 

you’ve learnt to be powerful now, you don’t even have a red face when you lie.” 

Sweat! 



Ji Feng couldn’t help but wipe a cold sweat, how come no one believed in telling the truth now? Did he 

not look like a member of the Ji family? 

“Forget it, there’s nothing I can do if you don’t believe me, wait for the birthday party in three days and 

you’ll know!” Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, he did not want to argue with Xiao Yuxuan, about his 

father’s matter, for the time being Ji Feng did not want to say more, after all, there is a saying, the son 

does not say his father’s fault. 

What’s more, Ji Feng also knew that the culprit that caused his mother to be separated from his father 

for more than ten years was not actually his father, but that woman whom he had never met, if she 

hadn’t deliberately gone to divorce his parents the day before their wedding, there wouldn’t have been 

what happened later. 

“Ugh!” 

Ji Feng yawned and stretched, standing up and moving around slightly. 

“Sister Yu Xuan, you live alone in such a big house, aren’t you afraid at night?” Ji Feng asked 

offhandedly. 

“Who told you that I live alone? Let me tell you, there is another girl who lives with me, she is also a 

teacher at the United University, and she is also a beautiful girl!” Xiao Yuxuan said with a smile. 

“Is she as beautiful as you?” Ji Feng asked with a smile. 

“Screw you!” Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face flushed and she couldn’t help but white out Ji Feng. 

Ji Feng laughed and walked back and forth in the room, looking around at the room’s arrangement. 

“Ee?” When Ji Feng’s gaze landed on the clothes drying on the balcony outside, he froze for a moment. 

He found that what was drying on the balcony were surprisingly some girls’ intimate clothes, and he 

even saw a …… small pair of trousers with only a few strips of cloth and a piece of cloth. 

Erotic XX! 

Ji Feng’s mind instantly came up with this word, he couldn’t help but glance at Xiao Yuxuan in 

amazement, and secretly said in his heart, really couldn’t see it, sister Yuxuan was even good at this. 

However, imagining the appearance of Xiao Yuxuan wearing that intimate clothing, Ji Feng’s heart was 

suddenly on fire, and even his body reacted along with it …… 

  

Chapter 148 

“Ah!” 

Xiao Yuxuan also saw what Ji Feng’s gaze fell on, and she immediately squealed in shyness, “Brat, no 

looking!” 



With that, Xiao Yuxuan stood up in a panic and went to pull up the curtain of the balcony’s floor-to-

ceiling window, and suddenly the room fell into a dimness, with only Xiao Yuxuan’s rapid breathing 

sounding continuously. 

The atmosphere in the room suddenly seemed somewhat ambiguous, and when Ji Feng saw such a big 

reaction from Xiao Yuxuan, he was sure in his heart that those intimate clothes just now should be Xiao 

Yuxuan’s, not that of the roommate who lived with her. Otherwise, Xiao Yuxuan would certainly not 

have been so shy. 

In fact, Ji Feng’s guess was correct, those intimate clothes were, indeed, Xiao Yuxuan’s. However, there 

was one thing that Ji Feng did not know, and that was that Xiao Yuxuan was usually very shy about these 

clothes, but her best friend, who was also her roommate, was a girl who liked novelty and excitement, 

and it was only under the encouragement of her roommate that Xiao Yuxuan bought these intimate 

clothes that looked so bloodthirsty. 

Even, because of excessive shyness, let Xiao Yuxuan in buy these clothes, are directly call to order, did 

not even go out to the shop to pick. 

Usually in her flat, Xiao Yuxuan would occasionally take out these clothes and try them on her body after 

taking a shower, to feel the feeling of a completely different style from her previous life. However, she 

had never worn them out, even if she had trousers and a jacket outside, she was never embarrassed to 

wear these clothes out. 

However, today, she let Ji Feng see it, which made Xiao Yuxuan how shy she should be! 

“Forget all the things you saw today immediately!” In the dimly lit room, Ji Feng’s pair of starry eyes 

shone quite brightly, looking at Xiao Yuxuan’s heart with some panic, and she couldn’t help but say in an 

angry voice. However, she herself didn’t even feel how rude her words were. 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but laugh: “Sister Yu Xuan, you are really domineering ah, I don’t have any other 

merits, only my memory is really outrageously strong, this has seen things, how will not forget, 

especially just now that erotic ……” 

Before he could finish his words, he was interrupted by the shy and embarrassed Xiao Yuxuan: “Brat, 

you still say that!” 

Xiao Yuxuan stomped her feet in anger, but her heart was shy. 

Ji Feng smiled heatedly, “Sister Yu Xuan, it’s fine if I don’t say it, but it’s impossible for you to make me 

forget it.” 

Such a rare sight, how could Ji Feng forget it. 

Imagining Xiao Yuxuan’s flirtatious appearance in that kind of erotic lingerie, Ji Feng’s breathing could 

not help but be a little sharper. 

The first time Xiao Yuxuan felt the change in Ji Feng, her shy pretty face was red, almost dripping with 

water, and her heart was pounding, she almost didn’t dare to look up at Xiao Yuxuan. 

“Knock, knock, knock!” 



A knock on the door suddenly sounded, and both of them were startled at the same time, as if they had 

done something wrong. 

Xiao Yuxuan, as if her tail had been stepped on, hurriedly stood up and said in a panic, “You hurry up 

and sit down, I’ll go and open the door, it might be my roommate coming back, you mustn’t talk 

nonsense later!” 

Ji Feng was slightly stunned, then he nodded and sat down on the sofa next to him, his gaze swept over 

the curtains that had been drawn in front of the floor-to-ceiling window, and he felt bad in his heart. It’s 

just after noon, the curtains are drawn at this time, and it’s still a lonely man and woman sharing a room 

…… I’m afraid that whoever looks at this scene will definitely associate it with a certain aspect at first. 

But now, even if Ji Feng wanted to get up to pull the curtains open, it was already too late, because Xiao 

Yuxuan had already opened the door and a delicate figure walked in. 

This person’s mouth was still muttering, “Aiya, it’s really hot, this Jiangzhou weather is just too weird, 

there is no Jiangzhou city in the four major furnaces, right, why is it so hot!” 

This person’s voice was like a singing lark, clear and pleasant to the ear. 

It was that kind of feeling, just by listening to the voice, I knew that this girl was definitely a beauty. 

However, the next thing that dazzled Ji Feng was that the girl didn’t seem to see him at all, but walked 

into the living room and just took off her outside clothes, wearing only a tiny halter top, and at the same 

time, she took off her bottom shorts and instantly turned into a bikini beauty. 

“Ah! Little Spirit!” Xiao Yuxuan was instantly shocked and shouted in a panic, “Hurry up and go into the 

room!” 

“Che, what’s the point of going into the room!” The girl named Xiao Ling shook her head and laughed, 

“Yu Xuan, you’re too conservative in your thinking, why should those men be able to wear only a pair of 

shorts and nothing on top when it’s hot, while we girls have to wear three layers inside and three layers 

outside and can’t take them off even when it’s hot? It’s fine to be afraid of people taking advantage of 

you outside, but when you come home, why can’t you take them off too?” 

“This …… this is because ……” Xiao Yuxuan stammered before she could explain. China . 

Xiao Ling then giggled, “Yu Xuan, have you worn those erotic underwear that I asked you to buy? Ee? 

The curtains are still drawn? Yu Xuan, what were you doing before I came back ……” 

Just as the words came out, Xiao Ling’s pair of beautiful eyes instantly widened as she stared dumbly at 

the figure on the sofa and immediately screamed, “Ah-!” 

Immediately, like a gust of wind, she instantly rushed into the room, shutting the door with a bang and 

screaming from the room, “Dying Yu Xuan, how come there’s another person in our house? Is that one a 

man or a woman?” 

Xiao Yuxuan was both amused and shy, she glared fiercely at the equally dumbfounded Ji Feng and 

hurriedly ran to Xiao Ling’s room door and knocked, “Xiao Ling, it’s me.” 

The door to the room opened a crack and Xiao Yuxuan walked in. 



Bang! 

The door to the room was ruthlessly shut once again. 

Looking at the closed door, an embarrassed smile appeared on Ji Feng’s face, while his mind was unable 

to suppress the image that came to mind just now, the girl named Xiao Ling, those slender legs, the 

slender waist, and that perfect figure wearing only intimate underwear, causing Ji Feng to have a male 

reaction at once. 

The image in his mind, however, was one that could not be erased and kept lingering in his mind. 

Phew~~! 

Ji Feng took a deep breath and only then was he able to calm down, looking at the little guy that was 

already probing his lower body, he couldn’t help but shake his head and laugh bitterly, he seemed to 

have become bad! 

Otherwise, how could he have reacted to a girl he had never met before? In his heart, he felt somewhat 

ashamed of Tong Lei and Xiao Yuxuan. Although, he and Xiao Yuxuan did not have anything in 

substance, in his heart, Xiao Yuxuan already seemed to be in the same position as Tong Lei. 

Moreover, Ji Feng was also clear that the relationship between him and Xiao Yuxuan was definitely 

considered ambiguous. 

In fact, Ji Feng was unaware that this was not him turning bad. It’s just that, now that he’s officially at 

the age of blood and vitality, it would be strange if his body didn’t react to seeing such a seductive 

scene! 

After another glance at the closed door, Ji Feng couldn’t help but shake his head and smile bitterly, it 

looked like that girl called Xiao Ling must have hated himself so much that he let himself look at 

something he shouldn’t for no reason at all. 

However, remembering what Xiao Ling said, Ji Feng couldn’t help but feel that this was really a bold girl. 

If you didn’t listen to what she said, but only listened to her voice, you couldn’t imagine that she, who 

had the beautiful voice of a lark, would speak with such a big heart. 

There seemed to be a whisper in the room, and with Ji Feng’s ears, he could actually hear it very clearly, 

but he didn’t do so, he had the power of seeing through the eyes and sharp ears, not for such things. 

What’s more, Ji Feng didn’t want to eavesdrop on other people’s conversations, the girl called Xiao Ling 

must have been embarrassed just now, Ji Feng could figure out with his heels that the girl must be 

cursing herself now, so why bother looking for curses? 

So, when Ji Feng saw the tightly closed room door, he couldn’t help but shake his head as well. After 

thinking about it, Ji Feng still got up, took out a piece of paper from the bag he was carrying, wrote Xiao 

Yuxuan his phone number and where he lived, then told her that he would come and pick her up before 

Li Weidong’s birthday party started, and left Xiao Yuxuan’s flat. 

If he stayed here, it would definitely make things more awkward, so it was better to leave. 



When he walked out of Xiao Yuxuan’s flat, Ji Feng looked at the sky, it was already half an afternoon, but 

this time of the day was the hottest time of the day, the ground had absorbed half a day’s worth of heat, 

and at this time it was all emitted, it could simply cook people. 

Ji Feng took a deep breath and a wave of heat hit him. With his body, he was naturally not afraid of this 

kind of heat, but it was just more or less uncomfortable. 

He looked back at Xiao Yuxuan’s flat, remembering the bizarre events of the day, and could not help but 

shake his head with a smile. 

Afterwards, Ji Feng went back to his dormitory and turned on the humming electric fan, he sighed, this is 

how students and teachers are treated differently. Xiao Yuxuan’s flat was fully equipped with air 

conditioning and heating, and it was incomparably cool to open the air in summer, and equally 

comfortable to turn on the air conditioning or heating in winter. 

However, this student dormitory is completely different. 

There was only one broken fan here, seemingly left over from previous students, and when it spun, it 

buzzed so loudly that Ji Feng wondered how he would be able to fall asleep under such noisy sounds if 

he didn’t enter his mind every night to receive training from his intelligent brain! 

Lol! 

Ji Feng shook his head and said, “There’s really no comparison between people and people. Those 

teachers, the school pays them a salary and gives them good treatment, but how many of them still 

really look like teachers?” 

I have to say, the teachers nowadays are really disturbing. The school had a promotion of some 

merchandise, and if any student didn’t buy it, the teacher wouldn’t give him a good look, like this kind of 

thing, there were really countless of them. 

So Ji Feng never had enough respect for teachers, because Ji Feng felt that these people were just 

getting paid to work, while he was giving money to the school and learning things from them. 

It was like, one took money to buy something in the supermarket, the money was eventually earned by 

the owner of the supermarket, while those teachers, were just like the waiters in the supermarket, the 

supermarket paid them to serve themselves, and that was all. 

Shaking his head slightly, Ji Feng shook all these complicated thoughts out of his mind as he lay on his 

bed, quietly blowing on the electric fan. The girl named Xiao Ling, whose endlessly seductive and 

fragrant body came to mind again …… 

“Ding~~!” 

Just at this time, the phone suddenly rang. 

Ji Feng picked up the phone and saw that it was an unfamiliar number. He was not only stunned, 

according to reason, there were not many people who knew this number of his. 

Although he was puzzled, Ji Feng still picked up the phone, “Hello, this is Ji Feng.” 



“Brat, you had a good time watching just now, didn’t you?” As soon as the phone was connected, a 

giggling voice came from inside, “Xiao Ling is hating you so much that she’s hating me along with it.” 

It was Xiao Yuxuan! 

Ji Feng immediately laughed: “Sister Yu Xuan, you can’t blame me for that, at that time, from the time 

Xiao Ling came in until she finished undressing, she was the one talking in between, I couldn’t interrupt 

even if I wanted to.” 

“Anyway, be careful, Xiao Ling is a violent girl, it’s better for you to avoid seeing her in the future, 

otherwise, you’ll definitely get beaten up!” Xiao Yuxuan laughed, “Alright, I won’t talk to you anymore, I 

have to go buy Xiao Ling dinner, as an apology!” 

After saying that, she hung up the phone. 

Listening to the busy tone coming from the phone, Ji Feng was speechless, when did this Xiao Yuxuan 

learn to be so windy and fiery? 

…… 

The three days passed in a flash, and soon, it was the day of Li Weidong’s birthday. 

During these three days, Ji Feng didn’t stay idle either, going to his mind every day to receive training 

from his wise brain. He could currently complete the second set of movements with ease, and, he could 

even feel a warmth flowing through his body even when he wasn’t training. 

Ji Feng was even wondering if there were really legendary martial arts masters in this world. Why was 

that warm flow in his own body really like the legendary internal force? 

He knew that it had only been a few days since he practiced the second set of moves, but he found that 

his strength was obviously growing rapidly, and his speed was also greatly increased, and even more so, 

he could clearly feel that his physical quality was much better than a few days ago. 

Take for example the bouncing power, Ji Feng felt that his bouncing power was already considered good 

before, because after completing the first set of moves, with his hands, taking on four or five people at 

the same time was nothing at all, even someone like Black Bear, who played black boxing and called 

himself some kind of black boxing king, was no match for him. 

Yet now, he still had a feeling of sudden improvement, which made him very astonished. 

Ji Feng once tried it secretly, and in the corridor of the dormitory, he jumped with all his might and it 

was more than five metres! 

This achievement scared Ji Feng into a cold sweat, boy, this is simply lightness! 

Since then, Ji Feng began to suspect that those legendary martial arts masters might really exist! 

“Hey, what are you thinking about?” Ji Feng was sitting in the Audi car, dazed under Xiao Yuxuan’s 

apartment building, when he suddenly heard the car door being opened, but it was Xiao Yuxuan who sat 

in. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, “I was thinking about those clothes that I saw a few days ago ……” 



“Little guy, no talking!” Xiao Yuxuan suddenly blushed her pretty face and pouted. 

Ji Feng instantly laughed: “Okay, then don’t say anything, let’s go!” 

As soon as he stepped on the accelerator, the Audi quickly drove away. 

At this moment, both of them did not notice that right on the balcony of Xiao Yuxuan’s apartment 

building, a delicate figure was standing there, looking at the distant Audi car, wrinkling her cute nose 

and humming, “Brat, taking advantage of me and still acting like nothing happened. Stinky Yu Xuan, your 

man took advantage of me and you’re still so nice with him, it’s simply pissing me off, aaaaaaaaah …..” 

…… 

Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan but they didn’t know that a girl was freaking out because the two of them were 

talking and laughing and driving away, Xiao Yuxuan was looking worried. 

“Ji Feng, why don’t we just not go?” When the matter came to a head, Xiao Yuxuan still couldn’t bear to 

watch Ji Feng jump into the fire like that, she didn’t want to drag Ji Feng into it because of herself. The 

thought of what Li Weidong was about to use to deal with Ji Feng made her heart feel very 

uncomfortable. 

Ji Feng smiled and said, “Don’t worry, I won’t take any easy risks.” 

Seeing his resolute look, Xiao Yuxuan could only shake her head with a soft sigh and stopped talking. 

“You should know where Li Weidong is holding his birthday party, right?” Ji Feng asked with a smile, “I’m 

not familiar with the roads in Jiangzhou, why don’t you come and show me the way.” 

Xiao Yuxuan gave him a deep look, seeming to take him to heart, and a ray of tenderness shot out of her 

beautiful eyes, “Ji Feng, can you tell me why you want to help me so much?” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, “We are friends, and I, as a person, am certainly not the kind of person who looks 

at a friend in trouble and sits back and does nothing!” 

“Friend?” Xiao Yuxuan was slightly stunned, and then said, “Yes, a friend!” 

“Then you know Li Weidong’s power, why did you still go?” Xiao Yuxuan asked in a soft voice. 

“I’m not afraid of him!” Ji Feng smiled faintly, “Of course, even if I don’t have that ability to deal with 

him, I still have to protect you from harm as much as possible, as long as I’m around, you’ll be safe!” 

In a flash, the softest part of Xiao Yuxuan’s heart was but gently rattled. 

Her beautiful eyes instantly glittered with a touch of crystal, but she promptly looked away, not letting Ji 

Feng see it. 

The place where Li Weidong held his birthday party was at the Doddell Hotel in Jiangzhou, a famous 

multinational five-star hotel chain with dozens of branches throughout China. There were two of them 

in just one city, Jiangzhou. 

The one Li Weidong was in, although it could not be said to be the most luxurious one in the whole of 

Jiangzhou, was the one with the highest reputation. 



This was how he had originally planned it, but, in order to showcase his strength to Xiao Yuxuan, he 

decided to change the location where he held his birthday party. 

In the whole of Jiangzhou, there were not many people who dared to change the venue on the day the 

birthday party was held. 

…… 

“Ding~~~!” 

Xiao Yuxuan’s phone suddenly rang, she picked up the phone and a look of disgust suddenly appeared 

on her face, “I will go, don’t worry.” 

Hanging up the phone, Xiao Yuxuan turned her head and said, “Let’s go to Linjiang Clubhouse, Li 

Weidong’s birthday party is being held there instead.” 

“Linjiang Clubhouse?” Ji Feng shook his head and laughed, “Yuxuan, you know I’m not familiar with 

Jiangzhou ……” 

“I’ll show the way!” Xiao Yuxuan said softly, her voice soft, as if a ray of spring breeze blew through, 

making Ji Feng very comfortable. However, he was a little surprised because he felt that Xiao Yuxuan 

seemed a little different compared to just now. 

Chapter 149 

At the Linjiang Club, Li Weidong was sitting in a luxurious box on the third floor, holding a glass of red 

wine in his hand and slowly tasting it. 

He had a wicked smile on his face, while on either side of him were two handsome looking girls dressed 

in cheongsams. However, the two girls’ faces were a little nervous because the manager of the club had 

told them earlier that they had to serve this young man well today because, in fact, he was the real boss 

of the place. 

To be able to climb up to the boss is a big dream for all the girls who work in the Linjiang Club. Because 

they knew very well how powerful this Lin Jiang Club was, some dignitaries were regulars here, and even 

treated the manager here with courtesy. 

Such strength was enough to show just how big this young man’s origins were. 

Therefore, the two girls in cheongsam looked at Li Weidong with a strong look of hope. They knew that 

as long as Li Weidong took a fancy to them, they would not have to worry about food and clothing in 

this life, and it would be even better if they could then be kept outside and be a lover. 

The two girls’ two pairs of slender little hands gently kneaded on Li Weidong’s shoulders, hoping to 

please Li Weidong. 

If it was in normal times, Li Weidong would definitely not be able to hold back, and he might even have 

put the two girls on the spot right here in the box, something he had done many times before. 

But today, he was not in the mood, although these two women were quite good looking, however, he 

had a better target today, Xiao Yuxuan! 



If Xiao Yuxuan was a beautiful pearl, then these two women could only be considered as untouched 

stones on the beach. 

Especially Xiao Yuxuan’s flirtatious and mature style, really let Li Weidong is very heartwarming. Back 

then in college, he wanted to get Xiao Yuxuan, but he didn’t have the chance. Now with the help of that 

villain He Dong, he could get Xiao Yuxuan today, which made him very excited. 

Li Weidong was not afraid that Xiao Yuxuan would run away because he knew that Xiao Yuxuan was a 

very filial woman, so he did not need to spy on Xiao Yuxuan at all because he only needed to pay 

attention to the whereabouts of Xiao Yuxuan’s family, and that was enough. 

Li Weidong believed that Xiao Yuxuan would never leave her family to flee alone. 

What’s more, even if they were to flee, where could they flee to? 

Li Weidong smiled heatedly, as long as they didn’t leave China, they wouldn’t be able to escape from his 

palm! 

“Knock knock knock!” Just at this moment, there was a knock at the door. 

“Come in!” Li Weidong said indifferently. 

The door was pushed open and a woman dressed in sultry clothes walked in, this woman was wearing 

high heels and stepping on the soft carpet, swaying her body in a seductive way. 

When the woman saw Li Weidong, a hint of joy appeared in her eyes and she walked over and snuggled 

into Li Weidong’s arms, “Brother Dong, today is your birthday, guess what gift I have prepared for you?” 

“Oh? What kind of present is it?” Li Weidong asked with a smile, while a hint of lust in his heart was 

tickled by this woman, one of his hands was placed on the woman’s soft waist and he kept rubbing it up 

and down. 

“Brother Dong, the best gift for Yanzi can be Yanzi herself oh!” The woman named Yanzi said in a soft 

voice beside Li Weidong, while licking on Li Weidong’s ear, the implication of seduction could not be 

more obvious. 

Li Weidong’s heart was instantly on fire and he laughed as he slapped his big hand twice on Yanzi’s 

plump buttocks, “You little demon, just wait for me in the room upstairs today, I’ll come and find you!” 

“But, Brother Dong, how come I heard that you are going to look for another woman today?” Yan Zi 

asked seemingly unintentionally, but in her heart, she was extremely annoyed. She had heard that Li 

Weidong had always wanted that woman very much and favoured her, so if she really let that woman 

come to Li Weidong’s side, she would be out of favour. She knew that before this, Yanzi was the most 

favoured woman by Li Weidong’s side. 

Li Weidong’s face sank as he said, “Don’t ask more questions than you should, don’t worry, no matter 

how many women I have, they will definitely have your position.” 

“Brother Dong, you know that people really like you, it’s inevitable that they will be a little jealous!” Yan 

Zi straddled Li Weidong’s lap and said in a petulant manner. China . 



“Oh, I know you are good.” Li Weidong picked up Yanzi’s round chin, “Yanzi, I remember your car has 

been driven for half a year, right? Pick another one you like from the 4S shop yourself, I’ll send someone 

to pay your bill later!” 

Yanzi was immediately overjoyed, “Brother Dong, you are so kind to others!” 

Li Weidong burst into laughter, but the two women in cheongsam next to her cursed, “Shame on you! 

They knew that this Yanzi was originally a waitress in this club, just like them, but because she had been 

spotted by Li Weidong, the sparrow flew up to become a phoenix, and even vaguely regarded herself as 

the mistress of this club, calling out to them, the waitresses, all day long. 

However, they did not dare to resist in the slightest, because the Linjiang clubhouse does not simply 

throw out girls who do not listen to them, those wolf-like tigers are enough to become the nightmare of 

any girl. 

Besides, since these girls had come here, they were the ones who wanted to be rich and famous, so 

naturally they would not leave so easily, and they would just do their own thing honestly, hoping that 

one day they would be seen by Li Weidong or other dignitaries who had come here, and then they 

would really be able to soar to the sky. 

At this moment, there was another knock on the door of the compartment. 

Li Weidong’s brow furrowed slightly: “Come in!” 

Soon, a probing man came in with a flattering smile on his face, but it was He Dong. 

“Young Li, as per your instructions, I have called and informed Xiao Yuxuan, she said she would come!” 

He Dong said with a flattering smile. 

“Hmm, very good, you did a good job, I’ll remember!” Li Weidong nodded his head and smiled. 

He Dong instantly felt as if he had eaten an immortal peach, his body was soothed. He said in a panic, 

“Thanks to Li Shao for giving me this opportunity, I will definitely make good use of it, just ……” 

“Just what?” Before Li Weidong could say anything, the sultry woman next to him opened her mouth 

and said. 

Yanzi was impatient, she was talking to Li Weidong when this dog-like man walked in, which really 

disgusted her to the core. 

“Yanzi is right, just what, if you have something to say, say it all at once, don’t stammer!” Li Weidong 

gave Yanzi’s fat ass a fierce scratch. 

“Nasty~!” Yanzi rode on Li Weidong’s leg and twisted her waist, but her face was filled with a flirtatious 

smile. 

What a demonic spirit! 

As He Dong watched, he couldn’t help but swallow secretly, but didn’t dare to show it in the slightest, he 

just said respectfully, “Young Li, when Xiao Yuxuan was answering the phone just now, I heard a man’s 

voice, and that man seemed to be Ji Feng who had pursued Xiao Yuxuan in Mang Shi County before.” 



“Ji Feng?!” Li Weidong frowned, “He’s from the Ji family?” 

“How is that possible!” He Dong immediately shook his head and said in a panic: “Young Li, according to 

my understanding, that Ji Feng is just a poor boy from Mang Shi County, his family sells vegetables, but 

Xiao Yuxuan has been a teacher in Mang Shi County Second Middle School for a few months, and there 

seems to be some good feelings between the two of them, so I’m afraid that he will also follow along 

this time, it’s better for Young Li to be prepared!” 

“Prepare for what?!” Li Weidong’s face instantly sank, “Since he’s not from the Ji family, when he 

arrives, give me a ruthless humiliation and throw him out.” 

“Yes, yes!” He Dong nodded at once and hurriedly retreated. 

“This man, how annoying!” After He Dong went out, Yan Zi couldn’t help but complain. 

Li Weidong laughed harshly, “Even a nasty man has his uses, just like this time, if he hadn’t provided 

accurate information, I wouldn’t have been able to crush Xiao Yuxuan’s family’s company so quickly, and 

how would she have obediently come to my birthday party?” 

It was Xiao Yuxuan again! A look of jealousy flashed across Yanzi’s eyes before returning to normal in the 

blink of an eye. But in her heart, she secretly decided that she must not let that Xiao Yuxuan become Li 

Weidong’s woman, or else she would no longer have any status in the future. 

Right now, she was very much in favour. 

Although Li Weidong was engaged to be married and had an extremely beautiful fiancée who was like a 

flower, that fiancée did not like Li Weidong. The fiancée is not small, so Li Weidong does not dare to use 

force, so he can only wait quietly. For him, as long as he waits until marriage, the woman will not be able 

to escape, it is only a matter of time. 

Therefore, Li Weidong usually pampers Yanzi, who knows how to pamper and charm. 

If Xiao Yuxuan came, Yan Zi believed that with Li Weidong’s preference for Xiao Yuxuan, she would 

definitely not have any status anymore. At least, it would definitely not be as scenic as it was now. 

“When Xiao Yuxuan arrives later, I’ll definitely give her some colour!” Yan Zi secretly decided. 

…… 

Ji Feng drove his car and finally arrived at the Linjiang Club under Xiao Yuxuan’s direction. 

At this time it was already after 7pm, the sky was already dim, the street lights on both sides of the 

street were all lit up, and the lights of various buildings were also all lit up. 

The Linjiang Clubhouse is located in the suburbs of Jiangzhou, and although it is somewhat remote, it 

looks magnificent under the lights of the night. 

In fact, Ji Feng also knows that the so-called clubhouse is not the same as those restaurants and other 

consumption places, those who can afford to open a clubhouse are at least well-connected, and 

whether the business of the clubhouse is good or not is not determined by ordinary people. It also 

depends on the contacts of the club owner. 



The business of the Linjiang Club is very good, which can be seen from the number of cars in the car 

park. 

There were hundreds of cars parked in the large car park, which was a good indication of the number of 

customers who came here. 

Under the directions of the car boy, Ji Feng parked his car and came down with Xiao Yuxuan. 

“The business of this Linjiang Club is quite good!” Ji Feng said with a smile. 

Xiao Yuxuan brushed aside her mouth, “It’s not that many people want to befriend Li Weidong’s old 

man, otherwise, where would his clubhouse have so many people coming!” 

Ji Feng smiled faintly, in fact, almost all the clubhouses were in the same situation. Of course, those 

places that were nominally called clubhouses but were actually not upscale in terms of both facilities 

and scale could not be generalized. 

The first time I saw a club in Mangsi County, it was called a club in name, but in reality, it was just a 

restaurant. 

It’s like, many big stalls dare to call themselves big hotels, but in fact, they are only there to put on a 

facade. 

“Ji Feng, how about, how about you go back now, I can’t let Li Weidong hurt you even if I have to fight 

for my life.” Xiao Yuxuan was still worried that Li Weidong would retaliate against Ji Feng and couldn’t 

help but whisper. 

Ji Feng smiled, “Sister Yu Xuan, don’t worry, I will be fine, and so will you!” 

Xiao Yuxuan was still not completely at ease in her heart, but when she saw that he was confident, she 

couldn’t say anything else, but she secretly decided that if Li Weidong really wanted to hurt Ji Feng, she 

would fight him to the death, and there was no way back anyway, so the big deal was to die together. 

Although they came to attend the birthday party, both Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan were casually dressed, 

not wearing dresses or formal attire at all, because Ji Feng did not come here to attend the party in good 

faith, but to cause trouble. 

Just after leaving the car park, Ji Feng’s phone rang, and he took it out to see that it was a text message. 

Ji Feng instantly smiled, “Sister Yu Xuan, our bodyguard for today is here.” 

“What bodyguard?” Xiao Yuxuan asked in confusion. 

Ji Feng smiled heatedly, “You’ll know when the time comes.” 

When the two arrived at the clubhouse, there were two young men standing at the entrance, seemingly 

greeting the very guests who had arrived. When they saw Xiao Yuxuan, the two young men immediately 

lit up, however, when they saw Ji Feng who was with Xiao Yuxuan, they couldn’t help but frown slightly. 

“What should we do, Xiao Yuxuan is really following a kid around!” One of them asked. 



“What else can we do? Young Li said that if Xiao Yuxuan is accompanied by someone, ask for the identity 

first, and if it’s called Ji Feng, humiliate him and throw him out.” Another one said. 

“Okay, let’s do that!” 

Ji Feng’s eyebrows frowned slightly as a word of the conversation between these two people at the door 

fell on Ji Feng’s ears, and he couldn’t help but sneer in his heart, “Want to throw me out? How 

arrogant!” 

On the surface, Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan walked forward together, he thought about it and suddenly 

took Xiao Yuxuan’s hand and held it on his arm, laughing, “Sister Yuxuan, since we are here to pick a 

fight today, let’s just do it thoroughly, let’s just walk in in such a big way, I’ll see what that Li Weidong 

can really do!” 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but laugh lightly, “You’re really bad!” 

“Men aren’t bad, women don’t love them!” Ji Feng secretly picked up a sentence in his heart, but on the 

surface he just heckled and didn’t say anything. 

When the two walked to the door, the two young men who greeted the guests came up at once, and 

just when they wanted to speak, they suddenly felt the two knees go numb, and the two of them 

flopped together and actually knelt down in front of Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan! 

Xiao Yuxuan was stunned when she heard Ji Feng chuckle, “I say, the Li family really has rules, even 

welcoming guests with big salutes, but I wouldn’t dare to do that, the birthday boy today is not me, 

haha!” 

Ji Feng spoke loudly, and those people around who had come to celebrate Li Weidong’s birthday 

instantly heard it and looked over. 

For a while, there was a lot of chatter, especially when they saw Ji Feng and the two of them, they were 

even more astonished. 

Ji Feng was imposing, sturdy and looked extremely handsome, while Xiao Yuxuan was gorgeous and her 

whole being was filled with a flirtatious style. Standing together, the two were simply a pair of talented 

men and women. 

I wonder which family’s grandson this young man is, to be able to make two greeters kneel down to 

welcome him! The people around them secretly thought, and at the same time decided that if they had 

the chance, they would make good friends with this young man. 

The two of them knelt down to welcome the young man. 

And at this time, those two young men who suddenly knelt down were so ashamed, they could not 

imagine how they had knelt down! 

They wanted to get up, but they couldn’t use a single ounce of strength in their legs, so they could only 

kneel like that, their faces flushed red and humiliated. 

Ji Feng laughed and took Xiao Yuxuan’s little hand and walked into the clubhouse without even giving 

the two young men a second look. 



Just like that, a bright sight appeared in front of the Linjiang Clubhouse, where two young men who 

were welcoming customers knelt down, seemingly thanking those who had come to congratulate them. 

“What happened to those two people?” Xiao Yuxuan looked at Ji Feng thoughtfully, she was already ice-

smart and would not easily think that those two people were welcoming themselves and Ji Feng, it was 

obvious that there was something wrong in the middle. 

Ji Feng smiled faintly: “Just a little tactic. Didn’t I just say, since we’re here to pick a fight today, let’s be 

thorough and let Li Weidong know that his overbearing style won’t work with us!” 

Xiao Yuxuan suddenly covered her mouth and laughed lightly, “You, they are just two people who 

welcome guests, why bother with them!” 

Ji Feng sneered in his heart, the two of them were not ordinary welcoming porter boys, just now they 

were discussing to insult me and throw me out. 

Only, there was no need to say this to Xiao Yuxuan, as Ji Feng dragged Xiao Yuxuan inside the clubhouse. 

The birthday party was held in the lobby on the first floor, so Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan didn’t take the lift 

either, so they went straight up the stairs. 

At this time, Li Weidong, who was in the luxury box on the third floor, put down the phone with a blue 

face. 

“Brother Dong, what’s wrong with you?” Yan Zi nestled in Li Weidong’s arms, and when she saw that his 

face looked bad, she asked in a delicate voice. 

“Humph!” 

Li Weidong snorted angrily, “Those two useless things, I asked them to deal with Ji Feng, but instead of 

doing their job, they ended up kneeling down for someone else, damn it!” 

“Brother Dong, take it easy, they definitely won’t disobey your words, did something else happen in the 

middle of this?” Yan Zi blinked her big eyes and asked. She knew that when a woman wanted to capture 

a man’s heart, she could be cute and charming when she was young, but not when she was older, so she 

tried hard to be helpful to Li Weidong, so that he would not abandon her. 

  

Chapter 150 

“Those two aren’t up yet!” Inside the banquet hall of Linjiang Club, Xiao Yuxuan held Ji Feng’s arm, and 

the two walked together intimately like a sweet couple. Xiao Yuxuan’s red lips were close to Ji Feng’s 

and she said softly, “Honestly, what tactics did you use, how come those two people haven’t gotten up 

by now? It couldn’t be a demonic spell, could it?” 

“How could it be a demonic method, it was tangent kung fu ……,” Ji Feng said with a faint smile, turning 

his head. However, the moment he turned his head, his mouth brushed right across Xiao Yuxuan’s soft 

red lips, and a fragrant and sweet scent came over. 



The two of them immediately froze there, Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face was red with shame, and there was 

an unconcealable shyness in her beautiful eyes, moreover, Ji Feng didn’t notice that in her eyes, there 

was only shyness but not the slightest anger. 

“Ahem~~!” The sound of conversation around them finally woke up the two people who were stunned 

there and hurriedly separated, and both of them couldn’t help but have some rapid beats in their 

hearts. 

Ji Feng looked towards Xiao Yuxuan and found that she had turned around, her back to herself. 

Perhaps it was because she was so shy that Xiao Yuxuan’s crystal round earlobes were blushing. 

Luckily, no one was paying attention to this side because the light wasn’t too strong. Ji Feng thought 

about it, but still felt that what happened just now was just an accident, and that as a man, he naturally 

had to take some initiative. 

So Ji Feng still walked over, took Xiao Yuxuan’s small hand and held it on his arm, and said smilingly, 

“Sister Yuxuan, just now you took advantage of me!” 

“Go to hell!” The originally shy Xiao Yuxuan heard this, suddenly puffed out a laugh, this brat’s speech is 

really too damaging, that was her first kiss, even if it was He Dong, at most, just pulling hands and so on, 

as for going further, Xiao Yuxuan never let him have his way, but now was unintentionally taken away by 

Ji Feng’s first kiss, how could she not be shy? 

But she also knew that the reason why Ji Feng said this was not to get a cheap advantage and sell a good 

deal, but to defuse her embarrassment and shyness. 

When she thought of this, she gave Ji Feng a white glance, but in her eyes, which were like two wands of 

autumn water, there was no trace of anger, just a touch of shyness and sweetness. 

When Ji Feng saw Xiao Yuxuan finally smiling, he couldn’t help but let out a sigh of relief, he knew that 

the embarrassing thing just now was considered to be over, only, whether the matter was really over in 

both of their hearts, that only the two of them would know. 

Fortunately, it was not long before the birthday party began. The two door boys who were kneeling at 

the entrance were also carried away, but even if they were taken to the hospital, they would definitely 

not be able to stand up, and it would take at least two or three days before their knees could move. This 

was already considered as Ji Feng being merciful, if he were to strike hard, with Ji Feng’s current 

strength, he could definitely silently make these two people lie in bed for half a year. 

The lights in the hall dimmed, and Ji Feng finally met today’s birthday boy – Li Weidong. 

Surrounded by people, the slender Li Weidong had a smug smile on his face as he kept thanking the 

guests around him, while his eyes were looking for something in the crowd from time to time. 

When Ji Feng looked at him, he gave a cold smile, it was obvious that Li Weidong was looking for Xiao 

Yuxuan. 

However, because there were too many guests today, there were also many people that Li Weidong had 

to personally greet, so he couldn’t get away for a while and couldn’t come over to look for Xiao Yuxuan. 



Thinking of this, Ji Feng smiled and said, “Sister Yu Xuan, let’s not stand here silly, let’s go and have 

something to eat first.” 

Li Weidong’s birthday banquet took the form of a buffet style banquet, a long flowing banquet filled 

with all kinds of food, and many waitresses in cheongsams in the crowd walked back and forth carrying 

plates to serve those guests who needed drinks. 

Only now, everyone was busy pulling strings with each other and climbing up the social ladder, so many 

people were just holding their glasses of wine and hadn’t even touched the food on the table. 

But Ji Feng didn’t care about that, he had to fill up his stomach first. 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but purse her lips and laugh, “Dare I say that you’re coming to this banquet to 

actually eat and drink for nothing?” 

When the crowd was congratulating Li Weidong on his birthday just now, Ji Feng didn’t send half a gift, 

so he was clearly here to dine. 

Ji Feng laughed heatedly, “Since it’s not costly, why not eat? Besides, look at these people, on the 

surface they look svelte, the men look gentle and elegant, the women are reserved and graceful, but in 

reality which of these people are not full of male thieves and female prostitutes? We can’t compare with 

them, the sky is big, eating is the biggest!” 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but give him a blank look and laughed lightly. China . 

“Come on!” Ji Feng took Xiao Yuxuan’s small hand and took a few steps to the table, picked up a plate 

and selected a few food items, then handed them to Xiao Yuxuan. 

Seeing the food on the plate, a strange colour flashed in Xiao Yuxuan’s eyes, and she asked in surprise, 

“How do you know that I like these few things?” 

Ji Feng smiled, “We’ve eaten together before.” 

Xiao Yuxuan suddenly had a warm feeling flowing through her heart, she knew what Ji Feng was talking 

about when he said dinner. That time was exactly when He Dong had gone to Mang Shi County and had 

clashed with Ji Feng and Zhang Lei. On that occasion, several people sat down to eat together, but the 

atmosphere was actually not very pleasant, and Xiao Yuxuan simply ate some and then did not eat any 

more. 

But he had never thought that Ji Feng would be so attentive, just having eaten that time, he knew what 

he liked to eat. 

When Xiao Yuxuan looked at Ji Feng again, her gaze became even more tender. 

With a faint smile, Ji Feng picked up another plate and selected something he liked to eat, then he 

chowed down as if no one else was around, not caring what others thought of him. 

In fact, Ji Feng had never thought about keeping up any image. If you hadn’t experienced the days when 

you couldn’t even eat, you wouldn’t know how to cherish food. 



Ji Feng had always ignored the gazes of others. You should know that back when Ji Feng was a child, his 

mother, Xiao Su Mei, relied on scavenging rags to make a living to feed Ji Feng. At that time, it was not 

bad for mother and son to have enough to eat, so how could Ji Feng care about any image? 

Xiao Yuxuan ate gracefully next to her, and from time to time she looked at Ji Feng, who was wolfing 

down his food, and a smile flashed in her eyes, but not in mockery, but as if she was happy to see her 

lover eating. Although Ji Feng was not her boyfriend, somehow she had this feeling in her heart. 

Xiao Yuxuan couldn’t help but feel a little shy and hurriedly lowered her head to eat, not daring to think 

about it any more. But she knew that Ji Feng already had Tong Lei, so how could Xiao Yuxuan steal her 

boyfriend from her own student? 

Thinking of this, Xiao Yuxuan was suddenly shocked, how could she think about this? Could it be that she 

really liked Ji Feng? 

She hurriedly shook her head, not daring to think any further. 

And at this time, a woman’s voice full of disdain came from the side: “Humph, what two dirt bags, dare I 

say they haven’t eaten for a few days and have come here to dawdle with food and drinks!” 

Ji Feng was still eating with a big mouthful, not even raising his head, only saying in a slurred voice, 

“Whose bitch didn’t keep an eye on her and came here to bite people indiscriminately?” 

“Bastard, what did you say?!” Yan Zi was furious and screamed, “You dirtbag, how dare you scold me?” 

“Please speak more politely!” Seeing that this bewitching woman was already insulting Ji Feng with her 

words, Xiao Yuxuan was instantly furious and her pretty face sank, “What kind of good thing do you 

think you are? Dressing up so demurely, we two bumpkins are much better than you!” 

“Little bitch, say that again? See if I don’t rip your mouth off!” Yanzi screamed. 

The people around were immediately attracted by the noise over here and came over, and two of the 

security guards quickly came over and respectfully asked the sultry woman, “Sister Yan, what’s wrong?” 

“Throw these two dirt bags out, how did you watch the door, to let two beggars in for nothing, this is 

Young Li’s birthday party, not a refugee shelter!” The demure woman, once she saw her helpers, 

suddenly had a lot more energy and said in an imposing manner. 

Ji Feng frowned slightly and put the plate in his hand on the table, “I hope, you can apologize for your 

words, and also, if I hear one more ‘little bitch’ from your mouth, Li Weidong can’t even protect you!” 

That cold gaze instantly made Yan Zi choke, and then she became furious with shame, “You little bastard 

dare to threaten me?” 

“Get lost!” Ji Feng said coldly. 

Yan Zi was instantly infuriated and screamed, “Throw him out with that bitch …… snap!” 

Before she could finish her words, she felt a black shadow flash before her eyes, and then, she was 

slapped hard on the face, and her whole body immediately flew backwards and fell heavily on the 

ground, screaming in agony. 



“Catch him!” Several security guards were furious when they saw that Yan Zi had been sent flying by Ji 

Feng, and they pounced on him. 

Ji Feng sneered and his two legs lashed out, so fast that the few security guards couldn’t even see his 

shadow, and several of them only felt a sharp pain coming from them, and were kicked out alive. 

There was a panic in the hall, and when the guests saw that a fight had broken out, they backed away in 

a panic, afraid that it would affect them. 

Ji Feng didn’t even look at those who were sent flying by him, he just sneered, “So, this is how Li 

Weidong entertains his guests?” 

And in the middle of the hall, Li Weidong, who was talking with, also noticed the commotion over here, 

and when he heard these words, his face sank. 

“Young Li, this kid is the Ji Feng I mentioned to you!” He Dong immediately said in a low voice next to 

him. 

“So he’s Ji Feng, what a nerve!” Li Weidong’s face was gloomy as he quickly walked over and looked at 

the bemused Ji Feng and said in a cold voice, “This friend, who are you and why have you come to my 

place to cause trouble? 

“Some people owe discipline, and since you don’t know how to discipline your men, I’ll do it for you!” Ji 

Feng said indifferently. 

Seeing this scene, Xiao Yuxuan beside her couldn’t help but clutch Ji Feng’s arm a little nervously. Ji Feng 

smiled faintly and patted her small hand to reassure her. 

Seeing this scene, Li Weidong’s face became even more ugly as he sneered, “You have a big mouth, no 

one in Jiangzhou has ever dared to talk to me like this!” 

“Not now!” Ji Feng smiled indifferently. 

“I’m giving you two ways now, first, kowtow and apologise, then get out yourself. Second, I’ll call the 

police here and send you to jail for a few days, your choice!” Li Weidong said angrily. 

Ji Feng smiled, “I’ll give you two ways too, first, you apologise to me, and I don’t need you to kowtow, 

just apologise sincerely. Second way, I’ll beat you to death as a dog. These two paths, you choose 

yourself!” 

“Fine! Good!” Li Weidong recoiled in anger, in the whole of Jiangzhou, there was really no one who 

dared to talk to him like this, this Ji Feng really didn’t know whether to live or die. 

“Kid, who are you that you dare to come here and cause trouble?” A fat man next to him walked over 

with big steps, stinking of alcohol, and questioned. 

Ji Feng glanced at him, “Can you represent Li Weidong?” 

“Humph! I’m the chief of the Linjiang District Police Branch, you’re here to cause trouble for no reason 

to Lord Li, shouldn’t I be in charge?” That fatty sneered and immediately took out his mobile phone and 



dialed a number, “Xiao Zhao? There are criminals committing murder in the Linjiang Club, bring 

someone here immediately!” 

“Ji Feng, what should we do?” Xiao Yuxuan took a look at the other party who had already started to 

raise a crowd, and was immediately worried about Ji Feng’s safety. 

“Don’t worry, it’s fine, these are just a bunch of jumping clowns.” Ji Feng patted her little hand and said 

with a smile. 

Once they heard this, that fatty and Li Weidong’s faces turned blue with anger, if they didn’t see that Ji 

Feng’s body was too powerful, they almost wanted to go up and tear this brat who was full of wild 

words alive. 

“Haha ……” Just at the tense moment when the two sides were in a crossfire, a cheerful laugh suddenly 

came from the back of the crowd, “Older brother, which one are you singing? Why have you come here 

to cause trouble for young Li?” 

The crowd immediately followed the sound and made way, only to see a young man with starry 

eyebrows and a dignified look striding over, smilingly looking at Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan in the middle of 

the scene, “Older brother, this lady wouldn’t be younger sister, right?” 

“One of them!” Ji Feng smiled faintly. 

Xiao Yuxuan’s pretty face instantly turned red with shame, almost dripping blood, and she gave Ji Feng a 

fierce white glance, but did not say anything. Because she knew that although Ji Feng was full of 

nonsense, he had his reasons in comparison. 

“Young Ji, you know this kid?” Li Weidong asked with a frown. 

Needless to say, this youth who suddenly appeared was none other than Ji Feng’s second brother, Ji 

Shaolei. 

Once he saw him come out, Li Weidong had a bad feeling in his heart, if we talk about a domineering 

dude, this Ji Shaolei was far more than him, Li Weidong, to know that this was the real magistrate of 

Jiangzhou, the number one dude. 

Ji Shaolei laughed, “Young Li, I forgot to introduce, this kid is my eldest uncle’s son.” 

“Hiss~~!” Li Weidong’s face changed drastically and he immediately sucked in a breath of cold air, Ji 

Shaolei’s eldest uncle’s son …… the future crown prince? 

Not only Li Weidong, but all those present who knew Ji Shaolei’s details could not help but change their 

faces, this young man who looked handsome, but was dressed in a more ordinary way, was actually Ji 

Zhenhua’s son? 

In that case, wasn’t he the first grandson of the Ji family? 

Li Weidong’s face turned a little green, that murderous He Dong, didn’t he say that Ji Feng’s family was 

just a vegetable seller? How did he turn into the future crown prince? 



If resentment could kill, Li Weidong was afraid that he would have killed He Dong hundreds of times. 

However, there was no use in hating anymore, what was now in front of Li Weidong was Ji Feng’s 

indifferent face and the cold aura that kept flickering in his eyes. 

It must be resolved. As a dude, Li Weidong would rather offend Ji Shaolei because the difference in 

status between the two sides was not too great, and they were familiar with each other’s personalities 

and knew how to act without touching each other’s bottom line. 

You know, although Li Weidong’s father and Ji Shaolei’s father fought with each other, it was all based 

on development, and if you can’t make a city a better place, this kind of frivolous fighting is meaningless. 

Because of this, if there was a conflict between Li Weidong and Ji Shaolei, as long as they did not touch 

each other’s bottom line, they could sit down and discuss it slowly. 

The top brass won’t interfere, after all, it’s just a matter between kids. 

But facing this future Z who suddenly appeared, Li Weidong was a bit uncertain. 

He didn’t know what kind of temperament Ji Feng had, and he didn’t know where this kid’s bottom line 

was. What’s more, it seems that just before this, he was still hitting on Xiao Yuxuan’s idea, but now that 

he saw the scene of Ji Feng and Xiao Yuxuan intimately snuggling together, he was like a clear mirror in 

his heart. 

This Ji Feng had come here today just to pick a fight. 

It was not easy to pass this hurdle! 

If this was not handled properly, no one knew how much influence Ji Feng had in the Ji family, and once 

he was sure to ask for an explanation, he would not even hesitate to unleash the power of the whole 

family against himself. 

Li Weidong’s face changed for a while, quickly thinking of a solution. 

He Dong and that fat chief, on the other hand, were black in front of their eyes at this moment, as if the 

sky had collapsed. 

“It’s over! It’s over! How could I have gotten into trouble with such a monster? I’m so blind!” The fat 

chief looked at the young man whose eyebrows resembled Ji Shaolei by seven`eight percent, and his 

heart turned cold and kept sinking down. 

Just now he was flaunting his authority in front of him to arrest him, what international joke, arresting a 

prince? 

Originally, the air conditioner was on in this office and the temperature was moderate, but because of 

the shock and fear in his heart, this fat chief’s forehead was actually covered with sweat, and his clothes 

were even soaked with sweat. 

He Dong next to him was even more frightened, he did not know the identity of this Ji Shaolei’s eldest 

uncle, but he knew that Ji Shaolei’s father was the secretary of the Jiangzhou Municipal Committee. If 

we look at it from this aspect alone, Ji Feng is also a very powerful person. 



How had he offended him? 

He Dong regretted his intestines, he really had the heart to die, to know that Xiao Yuxuan must hate 

himself to death, and now it seems that Li Weidong seems to be very afraid of Ji Feng, which means that 

he will definitely be unlucky! 

 


